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Trinity Community Mourns Loss Of A Student
Sophomore Steven Skogseth Passes Away At His Home Over The Holiday Break
sor Harvey Picker attended the
funeral. In addition, President
News Editor
Evan Dobelle sent flowers to the
family on behalf of the stuSteven Skogseth '99 passed dents, faculty, and staff of Trinaway at his home in Walpole, ity.
Massachusetts on December 28.
In a statement
issued
A member of the rugby team, through the Dean of Students
Skogseth was described by Offices, Mr. and Mrs. James
Dean of Students David Winer Skogseth thanked, "all the
as a "good student, and a well members of the Trinity Comliked and sociable young man."- munity who have shown supTrinity was notified of port for the family, through
Skogseth's death when James their numerous cards and letSkogseth, Steven's father, called ters."
Dean Winer on the morning of
To help students cope with
December 30. "We were told by the death, the Dean of Student's
Mr. Skogseth that Steven had Office in conjunction with the
taken his own life on the night College Counseling Center held
of December 28 at home," stated an informal meeting in RittenWiner.
berg Lounge on Thursday, JanuThe college immediately sent ary 16 at 4:30 p.m. "This
out a campus wide email, in- meeting was designed to help us
forming the community of the express our sympathies and
date and times of the wake and also to show support for the
the funeral. "Given the fact that friends who remain," said
this event occurred over break, Winer. Throughout the meetthere was little that could be ing various students spoke
done immediately," Winer said, about their memories of
"but I did meet with a small Skogseth, as well as the feelings
group of students in my office of hurt and anger with which
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cember 31."
A wake in Skogseth's
memory was held on January
2nd at the James H. Delaney <Sr
Son Funeral Home, and the funeral was held on January 3 at
the Emanuel Lutheran Church
in Norwood, Massachusetts.
Both events were attended by a
number of Trinity students,
while Dean Winer and Profes-

Dr. Randy Lee of the College
Counseling Office explained to
the students that everyone
mourns in different ways, "and
that no way is wrong." In addition the students were reminded that they are always
welcome to go to the college
counseling office or the Dean of
Students' office for any assistance which they may need.

Rev. Steve Charleston, the col-

lege Chaplain, is currently
working in conjunction with
Mr. and Mrs. Skogseth to plan a
memorial service which will
take place February 8 at 1:00
p.m. in the Chapel. "The memorial service will offer everyone
who was away during the break
a chance to gather and remember Steven," said Winer.
Throughout the Tri nity Campus, Skogseth was remembered
as a great person, and the kind
of friend who would always go
out of his way to help. "Steven
was one of the most fun people
to be around. In my own experience he was always there to
lend a shoulder to cry on, or to
crack a joke to make you feel
better," said Maureen Kay '99.
This feeling was echoed by
another of Skogseth's friends
Patrick McGann '99, "Steven
could laugh at. any thing. I remember when he got in a car
accident and bit his tongue,
causing it to swell up so much
he couldn't talk, but he was able
to just laugh it ofE, and crack
Steven Skogseth '99 at last years Horoe^wmnff t

_ ugby Coach Bob Marrella
also has fond memories of sjrel) missed,
Skogseth. "Steven had a real
Steven's friends are still atfootball mentality, and inten- tempting to deal with the pain
sity which made him a leader. involved with Skogseth's death.
He was one of those kids I really "I was shocked when I heard
looked forward to coaching over what had happened," said
the next few years, and, despite Laura Blackwell '99, "but I think
limited playing time last year I that Steven just made a mistake,
felt that he would really blos- and I am sure that he regrets it
som in the future. He will be now. I know I sure do."

FILEPHOrO

Donations
in
bu «.n
Skogseth's memory can be sent
to the Walpole Scholarship
Foundation, 3 West Street,
Walpole, MA 02081. For those
wishing to wr ite,his parents are
Mr. and Mrs. James Skogseth, 12
Wendy Street, Walpole, Massachusetts 02081.

Students Travel to New York Students Accosted
To Participate In Game Show On Trinity Campus
BY JOEL T. BROWN

News Writer
Over the recent holiday break
four members of the Trinity
community appeared on the
MSNBC game show 'Remember
This?'in New York City. Edward
Clayton, professor of Political
Science, Anthony Lowenberg
'97, Sara Merin '00 and Steven
McFarland '00 were chosen
from a number of other hopefuls to represent Trinity.
A couple of weeks before the
break, open auditions-were held
in Mather Hall attended by approximately fifty students and

professors alike. A two-pronged
exam was distributed by Tony
Pandolfo, the contestant coordinator for the game show in order to select the four eventual
competitors.
The exam consisted of a written portion of various trivia
questions similar to your
Trivial Pursuit' game at home or
the ever-popular 'Jeopardy'
game show. After filling in the
last blank, potential game
show-goers put their extraverted natures on the line. In an
informal interview, applicants
talked about themselves. After
the last interview was held and
the last exam was turned in, the

coordinator chose the contestants.
This game show pi ts four colleges or universities against
each other in a round robin
tournament of totally random
news trivia taken from NBC
Nightly News.
The selected contestants were
then shipped off to New York
City where they were put up in
the $175 a night Sheraton Manhattan Hotel. The next morning
the students were shuttled to
the studios in Harlem via limousine.
The colleges represented included SUNY at Stoneybrook,
see PERFORMS on page six

BY JACOB KASELL

News Editor

As students were made
aware through voice-mail message from Brian Kelly, Director
of Campus Safety, two Trinity
students were accosted by a
group of teens on campus who
attempted to rob the students.
This latest event comes as a
shock considering the recent
report of a drop in the crime
rate on campus from last calendar year.
The first incident took place
in the parking lot behind Pike
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around 1:30 PM. on Monday afternoon, A senior was approached by four teens in
athletic clothing who were described as between the ages of
13 and 16. The four demanded
the student's cash. When the
student revealed that he had
no money, he was slapped in
the face and the four teens fled
the area. The victim then reported the incident to Campus
Safety who notified the Hartford Police Department.
The second incident occurred the same day on the
lower Long Walk as the vicsee HELD on page seven
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addition of Steve Avery
'00. Get the full story in
Sports.
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A ReturnTo The Cave
transfer out, or mope or cry or
complain; probably all of the
This is the time of year when above. But I think I just didn't
the freshmen who just got back notice that this is a beautiful
From their warm, cushy homes, school. And "there's nothing to
start questioning Trinity and it's do in Hartford" is not always
merits. What I mean is, we are true. Okay, so the town's not always swelling with night-life,
entering the "transfer season."
I am not saying that soon all but it could be a lot worse. And
the freshmen will be getting regardless of Hartford, Trinity
applications and going else- tries awfully hard to provide
where; just that now many will things for us to do, but we
start thinking of it. My advice hardly take advantage. You
is don't. Not necessarily don't would not find all this opportutransfer, just don't think about nity at other places. Teachers
it. Or think about it only once, who might actually know you,
and don't let it eat up all your chances to start clubs, have
dances, even taxi-service opportime.
Look around you and see all tunities, are not common on the
that you've got here, or all that grand scale.
you don't. Decide if classes are
I guess all I'm trying to say is
good enough, the environment that before you go though a lot
is good enough, if you can stand of trouble to go elsewhere,
being this far away from home. make sure you know all of what
Weigh all your options, calcu- you're leaving. I think that evlate the possibilities, positives eryone should start college
and negatives, then decide. And somewhere else for a semester,
whatever your decision is, make and then transfer into Trinity. I
it and move past it. If you de- think if we saw how bad it
cide Trin Trin isn't the place for might be elsewhere - then even
you, realize it and move on. Cave parties would be a blast.
Make your choice and start apThe next time you get the
plying yourself to making your- chance, take a quiet walk on the
self happier. Don't spend your quad. (Be sure to carry a perwhole time here moping about sonal alarm or big stick at night
it. Decide and go, or, decide and -1 don't want you to get mugged
stay.
'cause of me) Look out at the
We've got a lot at this school - lights of Hartford and then up
even though we don't realize it and our beautiful chapel, and
a lot of the time. And I apolo- see if you can't make this a good
gize for presuming to speak for place. For me, Trin Trin is the
others I've gor a lot at thi= camp that you make it
school .md 1 otven take it for
:
granted
.
T.r r.'
L?._t yzi. at th!2 v.mi I C J I I back from break all ready :o
To the Editor:

A Somber Challenge
"Hey! How was your break?" These words routinely slipped out of
our mouths last week, sometimes before we even thought to say them. Like
a mid semester "What's up?" is returned with a similar "What's up?" we
answer, "Fine thanks, how was yours?" Life is full of routines: semesters
come and go; summer jobs are added to resumes; freshman find friends
and seniors find jobs. Mather food is consumed and we exchange more
pleasantries. Some of us had unusually good breaks: trips to Florida tanned
us, an appearance on a game show boosted our fragile egos, and Santa
pulled through again like only he can. Some of our breaks were weighted
with misfortune. Our parents got divorced and our childhood pets are too
old to play fetch anymore. We wrecked Mom's new car and we watched
too much TV. For a lot of us, our friend died and we came back to Trinity
having concluded that life is not fair.
Indeed it is not, and suddenly school takes on a more surreal quality, if that is possible. We are not here to fulfill requirements, score brownie
points for a future recommendation letter, or follow some ridiculous and
established pattern. We are here for ourselves and each other. Life in the
Bubble is full of tests; we are constantly under pressure from a world which
tests our ability and patience. At the same time we discover how much of
our time is spent proving to ourselves that we are right for the world, for
our families, and for our school and friends. Superficially, everyone here is
alike in many ways; establishing one's own routine and patterns creates
the unique occasions which make us individuals. Having confidence in
the fact that we are individuals is what makes life and college as special
as it is. The death of a friend tests our comfortable routines, and the mystery and uselessness of the whole ordeal certainly makes matters worse.
Incidents like this will shake our confidence, as individuals we will help
each other learn from such a tragedy.
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OPINION

someone is made to lead the life
of a beauty queen at the age of
six. Newt Gingrich, amid serious accusations of ethical violations, was voted to another
term as Speaker of the House.
And as it turned out, despite
rumors, there was no earthWhile Relaxing at home this world without stopping in a hot quake in California last Friday.
Winter vacation, I noticed my air balloon. And my favorite:
Most importantly, the new
participation in a particular scientists say that a special en- year seems to have brought
daily ritual with my family. At zyme found in the skin of red with it many new and exciting
six thirty or seven all prepara- grapes, long suspected to break things to buttin on. Two stories
tion of food stops and we gather down fatty deposits in arteries, in particular got my attention
around the television for a cock- helps fight cancer as well. I'll for the way they ironically
tail and the news. I came to see drink to that.
complimented each other. One
it as a lovely way of coming toNot to say all was good either. story was that of a Supreme
gether after whatever it was we The Northwest got ravaged by Court ruling on sentencing criwere up to, and learning of torrential rain storms, and the teria. In short, the Court ruled
what was going on in foreign Mid West with frigid tempera- that judges can take past crimilands and in our own. What al- tures and heaping snow, dis- nal acquittals into account
ways started as the presentation abling a whole region. Hostages when imposing a sentence on a
of the world's problems often are still being held in Peru after now convicted criminal. The
other story was the hollow controversy surrounding Dallas
Cowboy star receiver, Michael
Some things, for better or worse, just
Irvin. One story tells us that we
had to leave you shaking your head. A
may pay for our mistakes now
young girl is murdered in Colorado, and according to something we may
the nation seeks the killer, but not the have never even done in the
The other tells us that the
explanation of why someone is made to past.
mistakes we have made in the
lead the life of a beauty queen at the
past are grounds to assume a
guilty role in mistakes now. Eiage of six.
ther way you look at, it hardly
looks fair.
If there wasn't enough evia
month-long
standoff.
Protests
carried over into lively dinner
time discussions where we all have the entire countries of dence to convict someone of a
thought we knew how best to South Korea and Serbia in con- crime one time around, then
solve them. For a brief while, all tinual states of upheaval. And that trial ought not be factored
the trouble in the world became just a few days ago, the battle in when imposing sentence on
our own, and we sought to cure over abortion was waged once someone for a separate offence,
again in the unholiest of ways even if related. This looks like
the ills of society.
Not all news was bad news when two bombs went off near double jeopardy, and in a poor
disguise at that. 1 recall that to
however. Palestine and Israel a clinic in Atlanta.
Some things, for better or be something this country is
seem to have agreed on a settlement concerning the city of worse, just had to leave you rooted against
As for Michael Irvin, let me be
Hebron. We can now see galax- shaking your head A young girl
ies that emerged as the universe is murdered kx<CkAoi-a<i&^ and' g Q j
g
was organizing itself. People are the nation seeks the killer, but for pointing my finger as much
attempting to travel around the not the explanation of why as I did. I certainly didn't give
him the benefit of the doubt in
response to allegations that he
collaborated in the rape of a
young woman with a teammate. I had heard of the trouble
he had gotten into in the past,
and found it very believable that
he would do something like
this. "When these allegations
proved to be a hoax, I was as surprised as anyone with my
wrong assumption. But more
importantly I was surprised as
to how easily 1 went along with
a wave of rumors and reports
LINDSAY BARNES '98
and, in my mind, wrongly conALEX JOHNSON '98
victed an innocent man.
CAMILLA BRADLEY '98
1 still plan to but in on an obnoxious amount of situations
"With your man!"
over the coming semester. But I
will say that these two events
and their aftermaths do a good
job of reminding us all that we
need to be careful in doing so
Reputations are powerful
things that often follow somebody throughout their entire
CRISTY D E ZARRAGA '97
life time. For better or for worse,
time heals all wounds, but our
memories sometimes can't for"Electrically charged
get the scars.
long underwear."
It is the news that constantly
reminds us all of the very imperfections which make us human. Every so often we hear of
the rarity in which people overcome these imperfections. Seldom do we hear of the common,
everyday struggle that we enSANDY SCHMID '99
dure to exorcise the most awesome of human powers,
forgiveness.
To the Su"It's a matter of high
preme Court, I say shame on you
calorie intake: butter,
for belittling such a justified virbourbon and hot chocotue. To Michael Irvin, I say I am
late."
sorry. To both, I say thank you
for reminding me that while
last year can't change what did
or did not happen, the new year

WHAT IS THE BEST WAY YOU
KNOW TO STAY WARM DURING
THE FRIGID TEMPERATURES?
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Think About I t J m Right
By
Paul DiGiacomo
The Supreme Court recently heard arguments regarding the
right of terminally ill patients to have access to physician assisted suicide. In separate rulings, both the Second and the
Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeal ruled laws in New York and
Washington banning physician assisted suicide were unconstitutional. Although the two courts applied different law and
precedent in reaching their respective decisions, the decisions
share a common element. The courts held that there was no
distinction between a physician prescribing a lethal dosage of
medicine for a patient, and the removal of artificial life support systems. Both methods will proceed to the same result,
but a clear distinction can be drawn between the two.
When life support is removed, the body, and any disease that
may be infecting the body, are allowed to proceed to a natural
end. A lethal injection prescribed by a physician, when injected, is the cause of death. The role of the physician differs

We should be directing our efforts so that
those in their final days may experience
them free of pain, A truly worthy end to
pain ts not one which ends all thought
and refection, but one that will allow these
to proceed without the preoccupation of
pain.
recognition, of the patients wish for life not to be prolonged by
external aids with no attendant improvement in the prognosis for the patient Generally, the removal of Me support results in organ failure ariel ultimately death. It is important to
note thatthephysician'sactionsin this instsnceallow the body
toprogressalongits(now)inevitablecowsefowardsdeath.The
physicia abactions are not the cause of this result.
In assisted suicide, however; the physician has a very causal
role. The prescribed lethal injection is the direct cause of death
for the patient. Some will argue that this is irrelevant because
to^v^fB^actuallyiirmt
er the case of a terminally ill quadriplegic or someone afflicted with ALS. Assuming that they
would be physically incapable o£ self'administering a lethal
injection, would they not then be denied the right to physician
assisted suicide? Under similar circumstances the Second Circuit of Appeals ruled that current terminally ill patients not
on life support were denied equal protection under the law because they could not end their lives by theremoval af life support. The same constitutional principle could be applied to
those unable to selC-admitiister lethal injections.. Surely these
people are guaranteed equal protectiontby the 14th amendment) to end their lives. That they cannot physically do this
themselves does not nullify their right,just as the right to die-Is
not limited to those on. artificial life supportCat least according
to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals). Clearly ,the proverbial slope gets slipperier and slipperier.
, .
- It is very hard to see someone in agony.and to not wish for an
end to their pain. Unfortunately, assisted Suicide is not the right
answer to thjsdiiemma. Neither the state nor the physician, has
any- legitimate role in granting a dozen's/patients request for
aid in suicide. The traditional roles, bt these two groups has
been bodily protection from, foe or disease. \to rule that physician assisted suicide is.a right is to force upon both the state
and the physician a dual role. They inust care for and protect
those under their care until such time as that life can (should?)
beendedduetoaninereasmginability to withstand pain. We
should be directing our- efforts so that those in their final days
may experience them free'of pain. A truly worthy end to pain
is npt'one whichencteall(chought and reflection, but one that
will allow .these iq proceed without the preoccupation of pain.

Well, Was I Right?
This is a call for all dissenting, concurring, and
otherwise wacked out
opinions. Yon are only
trtilly wrong if yon are
afraid to share yonr voice.
Talk to Paul (3067)and
Nicholas (3175).
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The Force Remains New Darts and Old Drums
Strong In Hollywood
ther into my social arsenal, I
consider myself to be a worthy
Senior Editor
independent judge of their
worth in our lives here at TrinBeing the ever watchful man ity.
Firstly, let us consider the
that I am, I find myself continually searching for those ritual drumming which seems
new trends which will comple- to have become part of nearly
ment my social persona. As every late-late-night gathering
highly impressionable and su- of severely inebriated semiperficial post-adolescent be- coherent revelers. Usually, such
ings, such things are inevitably activity occurs when conversathe manner in which we are tion, dancing, and drinking
B Y JAMIE EVANS

Wars, it's going to sweep this
nation die same way it did
twenty years ago. Who can
forget Moss Isley spaceport
"1 Find Your lack of Faith where one "will never find a
more wretched hive of scum
Disturbing.."
and villainy"? Well, in case
-Darth Vader
you did and in which case I'm
very sorry, rhcre are people
] hope this line will send you that have the death sentence in
reeling through your memories twelve systems There's some
and landing upon the greatest new footage there so be on the
movie of its kind: Star Wars. lookout - if you get scared, just
Those who know me under- go to docking bay ninety-four
stand my feelings toward this and climb aboard the
movie as well ic rhp nrhcr rwn Millenium Falcon.
thatmak
Bv DONALD HEVNHI
Opinion Writer

Photo taken from http://www.starwars.com.jedi/
What a good transition to
ogy". [ chose that particular
quote because of some of the work in Han Solo-and his congrumblings I had heard con- versation with Jabba the Hut
cerning the new additions to which-willalsobeapartof the
and re-release of these classics! feature. Never seen before, it
For those of you who, like my- could provide some insight
self, have gone beyond the cur- . into that enigma that is Han
sory viewing into the religious Sob, What was he smuggling
state aninememorization'and that was so bad as to result in
trivia know that we're in for a his getting boarded and
searched? If it wasn't that bad
treat.
The breakthroughs that ha then he wouldn't have
been made in the field of spe- dropped it andjabba wouldn't

Movies.., have numbed us to the other
movies we watch. We mindlessly pay our
seven plus dollars hoping movies will out
do one another yet they never can.

cial effects and computer animation have been seen by all
of us in a lot of the garbage
that Hollywood sends our way.
Granted, there are a few that
stand out, but more often than
not we are left unsatisfied,
Movies have, in this way,
numbed us to other movies we
watch. We mindlessly pay our
seven plus dollars hoping
movies will out do one another yet they never can. Well
my friends, I'm pleased to say
that this is where it ends! (at
least for a little whileanyway)
A movie that set the rules is
about to come out of-retirement and create a new set. Although I have read that there
are only four and a half minutes of new footage in Star

have put a bounty on his head.
As far as their conversation
goes, apparently Jabba isn't on
that floating bed thing so we
may even get to catch a
glimpse of actual movement,
on his part. Probably not
though because it would have
taken up the entire four minutes.
Anyway, 1 guess we'll just
have to go and see for ourselves
and play witness to what I believe will be an interesting
phenomena. Many people are
quick to say how hindsight is
20/20,1 see the phenomena lying in whether one's foresight
could be even better. In George
Lucas' case, there is no doubt
in ray mind that it is.

Image is important, whether one chooses
to admit it or not will not dissuade
others from passing judgment based on
exactly those things.
judged, categorized and otherwise critiqued. Although each
of us thinks of such behavior as
something foreign to oneself, we
are inextricably connected to
the clothes we wear, the hairstyle (or lack thereof) we promote, the company we keep and
the manner in which we socially interact. I would not expect things to be any other way.
Image is important, whether
one chooses to admit it or not
will not dissuade others from
passing judgment based on exactly those things.
Okay, enough socio-philosophical babble for now. 1 have
identified two new social devices which seem to have become remarkably "cool"
pastimes. One is playing (I use
that term loosely, feel free to
substitute banging) drums and
the other is throwing darts.
Each of these pursuits have garnered enough social status to be
publicly and repeatedly displayed in bars, dorms, porches,
and even the Long Walk. Because I lack sufficient hand-eye
coordination to incorporate ei-

have failed to fully satisfy those
in attendance. I was fortunate
enough to encounter one of
these gathering just last weekend. Although my recollection
is somewhat spotty, I do know
that two drums and a overturned trash can were used to
beat out what was a surprisingly enjoyable rhythm. However, what I noticed was that
such activity discriminates
against those who do not have
any percussion skills. Myself
and several others were forced
to sit in silence (the noise prevented any attempts at conver-

for those of us whose musical
experience only includes playing the tuba for a year in eighth
grade. I mean no offense to those
who proudly and repeatedly
display their drumming talents,
but, come on, let the rest of us
get involved. The second social
trend which remains out of my
grasp is this newfound fascination with darts everyone seems
to have. I do not deny that darts
have held a solid spot as a bar
game for quite some time now,
but I have never seen it be more
a social centerpiece than it is
now.
I am not entirely certain of
the appeal of such a game. It
strikes me as being a sort of indoor archery. Yet, I must admit
that I have become fully versed
in the nuances of scoring and
the other finer points of dart
strategy. In fact, 1 have even attempted to play the game occasionally. Unfortunately, I am
only slightly better at this pursuit than drums and most of my
darts end up in the door behind
the board which does not win
games or make friends. Surprisingly, I have friends who have
gone so far as to buy their own
darts (even two sets in some
cases). This seems much like
buying your own bowling ball
- a remarkable waste of money.

The second social trend which remains
out of my grasp is this newfound
fascination with darts everyone seems to
have.
sation) and sporadically tap our Nonetheless, I suppose if your
knees hoping that such a decoy skills are of such a high caliber
would mask our rhythmic inad- that the dart you use affects the
equacy. I think that for the sake level of your play then you betof fairness any such drum ses- ter have your own.
sions should also be required to
As for me, I'll stick to the
include triangles and cowbells macarena and pinball.

still I hear the words to the same old song
like a day dream, or anight dream, don't hear them for long
the old friends around me help more than they know
while these strangers surround me with little to show
and I'm stuck in the middle feeling lost and confused
looking for words not yet overused
and the baby inside me - it wails like a pup
it carries the tune as I make the words up
and the young boy behind me - he just longs to play
in the cantelope sunset of the Summr solstice day
and the youth right beside me is immortally pissed
as he hasn't yet learned to accept what he missed
and the woman who shares me -1 cant shake her loose
as we struggle to put new emotions to use
and the man of the family - he's not yet content
with the dreams of his youth or the time he has spent
and the old man in front of me somewhere down the line
looks back on it all as his teary eyes shine
and we run with the memories stampeding like herds
while some dance to the music and some find the right \
words
Anonymous
The Opinion section reiterates its claim that it welcomes any
form of manuscript, whether it be poetry, prose or otherwise.
Thank You,
The Editors.
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Trinity Performs Admirably
Crime Rate Down 34% in '96
Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety reported crime
on campus had fallen 34% in 1996 as compared to 1995.
Kelly further reported that there were no reports of
personal crime, which includes murder, sexual assault,
robbery, and aggravated assault.

Wesleyan Student Arrested

Sara Merin '00, Prof. Edward Clayton, Host Al Roker, Anthony Lowenberg '97, and
Stephen McFarland '00, on the set of the game show 'Remember This?'.

continued from page one
Roan College, Hofstra University, and Trinity College.
Each team consisted of three
members with at least one being a college professor. Trinity's
team had four people because
the game show was unsure of
senior Anthony Lowenberg's
situation, being that he lives in
Texas.
However, because each team
is guaranteed two different
games, Lowenberg was substituted for Steven McFarland for
one game. The MC for the show
was TV weatherman personality, Al Roker from the Today
Show on NBC.
The format was similar to
that of Jeopardy in the sense
that there were three rounds of
increasing difficulty. In the first
round, questions were worth ten
points, and the team that answered correctly gained control.
The second round was similarly
configured, but the questions
were worth twenty points and
were more difficult. In the third
round, questions were worth
thirty points and were given in
a 'rapid-fire' format in which

any team could answer and no
team gained control. In addition, teams were penalized
thirty poin ts for every incorrect
response, unlike the first two
rounds.
. Trinity lost two very close
games to SUNY Stoneybrook
and Hofstra. The prizes garnered by our Bantams was
Microsoft software for each of

JULIA CHANG

within the bulb. Apparently,
hitting the buzzer too soon
would result penalization.
Lowenberg adds, "The questions
ranged from easy to hard but
how much you knew didn't really matter considering that the
speed with which you hit your
buzzer was equally important,"
The first game show aired on
MSNBC on Saturday the 18th at

"The questions ranged from easy to hard,
but how much you knew didn't really matter
considering the speed with which you hit the
buzzer was equally important." - Anthony
Lowenberg '97
the contestants. Inadequate
buzzers and a chilly sub-60°F
set are two factors that were
called into question.
"I'm convinced that the teams
that did better played more
Nintendo as Children," says
Merin. The idea was to depress
the buzzer button as soon as a
lightbulb went on. But as
Pandolfo explained, by the time
the bulb was fully lit, it was too
late. Contestants would have to
keep an eye on the very filament

7:30 pm., while the second is
scheduled for next Saturday at
7:30 p.m.. Lowenberg summed
up the entire experience as "embarrassing but fun."
In addition to being a lot of
fun the game show served as a
good publicity opportunity for
Trinity. "If we had won Trinity
would have been able to gain
$1,000 dollars, but in the end
Trinity was able to gain valuable exposure through this
show," said Lowenberg.

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Colby Students Caught Stealing Decorations
Four- first year Colby students were charged with receiving stolen property and
theft for their role in stealing holiday decorations from two local stores, Kim's Wrecker
Service, and an Agway Store, the Colhy Echo reported. The four students were stopped by
police shortly after taking $180 worth of holiday decorations, including three wreaths, a
snow man, two plywood cutouts of gingerbread men, and a Santa Claus flag. In a meeting
held shortly after the artest the four students, who were all members of the Colby football
team, denied that this theft had anything to do with hazing rituals on the football team.
In a letter to the Echo, the students wrote, "what we did was disrespectful and wrong and
we take full responsibility for our actions," The students will have to make a court
appearance in Waterville on February 12th, will also face the college disciplinary system.

Mandatory Segregated Fee System Unoonstitutionai
In a landmark decision a U. S. District Judge John Shabaz ruled that students at the
UW-Madison students do not have to fund organizations they do not support; saying that
the current system was unconstitutional, The Badger Herald reported. The decision
shocked and outraged UW authorities and the student government, but Scott
Southworth, one of three students who filed the lawsuit said, "I think it's a victory for the
First Amendment and it's a victory for students regardless of their political or ideological
views." The students filed the suit because they felt their First Amendment rights to free
speech and association were being violated by the segregated fee policy. Specifically they
objected to their money being given to organizations such as WisPIRG and the Lesbian,
Gay, and Bisexual Campus Center., and other organizations which stood in conflict to the
students beliefs regarding abortion and homosexuality. This ruling means that all
allocable student fees will be able to be refunded to students upon request.

During the festivities in the Washington Room in
Mather Hall this past Saturday night, a student from
Wesleyan University was involved in an altercation with a
Trinity student. The Trinity student reportedly left the
scene immediately after the incident. However, the
Hartford Police Department was called to the scene and
the rowdy Wesleyanite was appropriately cuffed and
charged with breach of peace.

Students Held at Gunpoint
A male senior Trinity student was confronted by four
teens in athletic jackets around 1:30 on Monday
afternoon in back of Pike. The teens apparently asked for
money. When the student produced none, he was slapped
in the face and the teens fled the scene. The student
sustained no injuries.
Later the same day, a male junior was asked to
make change for a bill by four or five teens fitting similar
descriptions. When the student left after telling the teens
that he had no money, two of them ran up behind him
brandishing a small-caliber handgun and demanded
money. When they were informed by the student that he
truly had no money, they fled across the athletic field in
the direction of Vernon Street.
The incidents are currently under investigation by
Hartford Police. So far there are no suspects, and Campus
Safety reported that a security advisory is in effect.
Campus Safety further suggests that students travel in
pairs or take advantage of the on-campus shuttle.

Student Cars Broken Into (Again)
Several cars parked off campus at Allen Place were
broken into sometime last Sunday. One, a Ford Explorer
had its window smashed and a CD player was removed.

Hudson Street Door Vandalized
The lock on a back door of the Hudson Street
housing was apparently tampered, and a control box was
destroyed sometime on the 15th. The lock has since been
repaired and the matter is under investigation. Campus
Safety has no suspects at this time.

Campus Safety Nabs Robber
At about 11:00 am on Sunday the 12th, Campus Safety
Officer Michaud identified Daniel Rodriguez, 29 of 58
Putnam St. exiting the Fire Society House with a large
sack of property. A struggle ensued, and Rodriguez was
apprehended and turned over to the Hartford Police.
Rodriguez who apparently had broken through a large
window in the front of the building was charged with
burglary and larceny. All the stolen property was
returned to its rightful owners.

Nutritional Services Offered
The Trinity Medical Office is offering the services of
Registered Dietitian/Certified Nutritionist to students
starting in February. Kerrie A. Kuntz, MS, RD, CDN, will be
available for one-on-one appointments starting February
4, and monthly thereafter. Kuntz will assist the Trinity
community with information and counseling regarding
diet, nutrition and general health concerns. These
services will be coordinated by the Medical Office and
sponsored by Marriott Management Services.
Appointments can be made by calling the Trinity College
Medical Office at extension 2018.
(From Marriott Management Services)
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Marriott Worker's Case
Released By College Reviewed By Local 217
sexual harassment policy they will be
subject to sanctions from the college, as
well as criminal prosecution.
If a student is a victim of sexual haThe 1995-1996 Report on the Status rassment they can file anonymous
of Sexual Harassment and Sexual As- sexual harassment or misconduct resault .of Students prepared by Diane ports at the Dean of Students Office,
Martell was distributed to all returning the Office of Residential Life, the
students during Christmas Break. The Women's Center, the Medical Office, or
document includes definitions and the Campus Safety Office.
statements regarding Trinity College's
Confidential counseling is available
policy on harassment and sexual mis- from a number of sources on the Trinconduct, as well as a summary of all ity Campus are available through the
reported complaints received by Trin- Sexual Assault Counselor, the Peer
ity College offices.
Counselors, the Counseling Center, the
According to the report the college Dean of Students Office, the Women's
By LUCA LAINO

BY JAMIE GRIFFITH

• News Writer

News Writer

"If a violation of a college regulation is substantiated,
penalties that may be imposed upon a student include
finest assignment of extra work, restriction, formal
warning; censure, suspension, and expulsion." - 1995^•:r'^pp^>'o^the.:-Status\
of Sexual Harassment arid
Sexual Assault on Students
defines sexual harassment as, "non- Center, the Medical Office^ and/the
consensual sexual advances, requests; Chaplain. In addition on the weekends;
for sexual,favors, or other sexually re- gnd atnight either Campus, Safety or
lated verbal or physical conduct.":: trie Administrator-On-Gall is always •
Sexual Misconduct is defined as, / a v a i l a b l e . :
••' • '•. ••':•• . , - (
"sexual conduct without consent and ; If a student has acomplaint filed
includes: touching, either of the victim ^agaihst.him and a dean finds enough
or when the victim is forced t6 touch, evidence; to proceed, the accused studirectly or through,dotting, another ;• dentlias three options. First of all the
student can accept informal adjudica^gnit^rieas^
tbcks; rape, attempted-rape; or sodomy tion by the dean, a process which inwithout consent." .
- : ^ •: volves," attempts to work out a
Sexual harassment since it is recog- • resolution .of the matter that protects
nized as a form of sexual discrimina- the interests of both parties and is action, "under Title 7 and Title 9 of the; ; ^eptable to all concerned.
Civil Rights Act, is prohibited at TrinThe second process, arbitration, has
*
"
b
member, or staff member violates,the '
see REPORT on page eight

On Thursday, December 5,1996, Kevin
Mullen, a Floating Lead (shift supervisor) at the Bistro, was terminated for insubordination. Mullen had refused to
tuck a cross necklace into his shirt,
which violates the jewelry clause in
Marriott's Company Policy. Mullen's argument, in an interview with Ian Lang
last semester, was that "By management
trying to make me put my cross inside
of my shirt, it is trying to make me deny
Christ, which I will never do."

insubordinate, and fired. The refusal
goes against the union agreement and is
automatically insubordination."
Rice believes that "management did
everything they could, but he was stubborn. He had a reason to be stubborn."
However, the insubordination is not
what Mullen is contending, but the language of the policy. "He's not grieving the
insubordination, but trying to change
the language of the policy," Small said.
According to Mullen, the union "is
thinking about going to arbitration" over
the language of the jewelry clause in
Marriott's policy. Small says Marriott is
"just waiting for the union's response."

They don't want me back. They gave my hours away.Jt's
like a game to them..;they want to win the game. I'm
coming down, but they don't want me on campus,
Kevin Mullen
According to Jon Small, Food Service
Director, Mullen was asked numerous
times to tuck in the necklace and appeal
the policy through the grievance system.
Al Rice, who works in The Cave, and was
present for the termination, said also tha t
Mullen was asked "a couple of times to
tuck it in. The union even asked him to
tuck it in and they would grieve it later."
On Mullen's last day, according to Rice,
"He was told if he punched out, he would
be terminated, and he punched out."
Over the Christmas break, Mullen
came to a meeting with Tim Smith, Regional Director for Marriott, to grieve the
decision of termination and to hear his
side of the story. "After that meeting,
they denied me reinstatement," said
Mullen. According to Small, "He agreed
to the fact thathe was asked many times
to tuck in the necklace, refused, deemed

Before break, The Tripod reported that
SGA would draft a letter in support of
Mullen and to ask Marriott to reinstate
Mullen as well as a meeting with Small,
which he did get. But according to SGA
president Paxton Provitera '97, "We decided not to. Kevin came and spoke with
Jon Small and we didn't want to get in
the way of the union, if the union is going to arbitration."
As of printing, Local 217, who could
not be reached, is still deciding whether
or not to go to arbitration. . If arbitration is successful in Mullen's favor, there
seems to be a possibility that he could
be reinstated. Mullen, however, is doubtful of that possibility: "They don't want
me back. They gave my hours away... It's
like a game to them...; they want to win
the. game. I'm coining down, but they
don't want me on campus."

Student Held At Gunpoint By
Five Teenagers On Campus
continued from page one
tim, a junior was leaving the library
around 7:20p.m. The victim, who wishes
to remain anonymous, says that as he
passed by the hill near the cannons, he
saw approximately five males fitting the
description of the earlier suspects.
The teens yelled down the hill, asking
him if he had change for a $5. He replied

and even emptied his pockets. The victim was apparently too concerned with
the gun at his head to look identify his
assailants.
After showing that he had nothing
worth taking, he was told to continue
walking down the long walk and not to
look back. When he reached New Dorm,

"/ don't blame Campus Safety. They're doing the best
they can. And I'm not mad at the school. " -Robbery
Victim
that he didn't and kept walking.
He then heard a rush behind him, and
"1 got a feeling," says the shaken junior.
When he turned around, he saw two figures running towards him. One was
wearing a ski mask, and the other wore a
woolen hat pulled down low.
One of them then pulled out a small
caliber handgun and pressed it to the
victim's right temple. The victim
dropped his books at this point and
heard the aggressors say, "Gimme all
your money!"
The student then produced his wallet
to show that he indeed had no money

the student contacted Campus Safety. „,
Later that night, he met with police of-1
ficers who matched his descriptions of
the teens to the incident earlier in the day.
On Tuesday, the student met with Vice
President of Student Services James
Mullen and Dean of Students David
Winer who expressed their concern.
"I don't blame Campus Safety. They're
doing the best they can. And I'm not mad
at the school," says the junior. In the
meantime, a student advisory is in effect
and the Hartford Police have stepped up
their surveillance of the area.

Quote of the Week!
"This era requires a government that neither
attempts to solve problems for people, nor leaves them
alone to fend for themselves. Instead we envision a
government that gives people the tools to solve their
own problems, and make the most of their lives."
President William Jefferson Clinton
The Tripod News Staff welcomes student reactions to this quote, which should
3e sent to the Tripod Box 702582 and addressed to the News Section.
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Cinestudio Providing Movies For 27Years
Student-Run
BY JACOB KASELL

News Editor

Cinestudio, the student-run movie
theater located in the chemistry building on Trinity's campus, has been providing students and the local community
with a wide variety of films for the last
27 years despite increasing competition
from other forms of entertainment.
The majority of films shown at
cinestudio tend to be art films rather
than the large-scale commercial films so
prevalent in most theaters. "The movies
we show are not about stars making
money, but about good movies," says Jen
Dare '98, one of two head managers.
"We provide the community with a
theater and students get to see movies
they wouldn't otherwise be able to see,"
adds James Hanley 72, one of the original founders.
The theater, started by a group of students in 1970, continues to be the only
professional student-run movie theater
in the country. Every aspect of running
the operation is performed by students,
including selling tickets, providing security, maintaining the theater, and selecting the movies to be shown.
Hanley stresses the critical role student volunteers play in securing the operation and survival of the theater,
claiming that because of the expense of
the films played, survival would be impossible if all the students were paid.
Many volunteers share Hanley's obvious
passion for movies. "I love working there
because they get such great movies, not
the crap that plays everywhere else," says'
volunteer Anne DeCelles '00. .,
The movies to.be shewn are selected,
by the student volunteers at a monthly
brunch and the list is then curried by
Hanley and co-founder Peter McMorris
'73. Hanley and McMorris contact distributors and write contracts to get the
selected movies.
Often, the movies selected are found
by word of mouth through distributors
and other repertory theaters. "We create
a critical mass of viewers by appealing
to a wide variety of people. If we showed

Theater Is Only One Of Its Kind In U.S.

acoustic problems into the theater it is
today, taking upon themselves the task
of renovating the entire theater and projectors. "When we first opened on February 16,1970 with a double feature of
the Beatles' Yellow Submarine and Alice's
Restaurant, the screen we had ordered
hadn't come in yet. So we made a frame
of two by fours and stapled bedsheets
onto it to form a screen."
Cinestudio now boasts one of the finest sound-systems available (best heard
in the third row), a custom-made carpet,
and an increasingly rare carbon rod projector system which gives greater clarity
and a more natural light to the picture.
Additionally, the projectors which are
now approaching 30 years old, are capable of showing 70mm films such as
2001: A Space Oddyssy (starting Jan.
29th), and hopefully Kenneth
Branaugh's rendition of Hamlet in the
future, something conventional projectors are incapable of.
According to Dare, Hanley insists that
"everything is just so," an observation
easily perceived in Hanley's quest to
make the moviegoing experience as allencompassing as possible.
"A cardinal rule in the movie theater
business is never show the audience a
blank screen," says Hanley. For this reason, an Austrianshade curtain covers the
screen until the split-second before the
movie starts.
In addition, black curtains on the sides
of the screen give the image a crisp edge,
enhancing the three-dimensionality of
JACOB KASELL
The chemistry building where Cinestudio is housed is notable for its
the movie. This attention to detail along
architectural design by the famous architectural firm, McKim, Mead,
with the special projectors and sound
and White.
system all work towards
feB&
all art films, we would die. And if we perience with volunteering for movie "3 magical experie-ftce," as Har
says. ' > - " *"***• ''**'*•
showed all mainstream movies,' we Cinestudio.
Cinestudio, which now advertises in
Hanley laments, "People don't know
vvouid lose our audience," says Hanley.
In addition to providing students with several major papers, has a mailing list movies as well as they used to." He atthe opportunity to see lesser- known that includes thousands of patrons, and tributes declining numbers of moviegofilms, students are also introduced to the has achieved widespread acclaim, traces ers to increasing competition from other
logistical aspects of running a small its origins to the efforts of a few film fa- entertainments such as the internet, vidnatics in the late 601s.
eos, and cable TV. In addition, attention
business.
Hanley and McMorris along with fac- spans have shortened while movies have
Since Trinity does not subsidize the
theater at all, one must always keep the ulty advisor Larry Stires and other vol- gotten longer, causing fewer theaters'to
bottom line in mind. Hanley recounts unteers from the film society helped show double-features, a mainstay of themany former volunteers who have turn the chemistry auditorium which aters in the past.. For further informalanded jobs quickly because of their ex- had fallen into disuse largely because of tion, call the Cinestudio at 297-2544.

Report Summarizes Harassment Complaints
continued from page seven
bitration panel made up from members
of the judicial Board Panel. If students,
agree to this they waive any write to appeal.
The final option involves formal
adjucation , were the people will be
brought before a Board of Inquiry, with
the Dean serving as the presiding officer.
This hearing will be tape recorded, and
each party involved has the option of
having an advisor present.

, "If a violation of a College regulation
is substantiated, penalties that may be
imposed upon the student include fines,
assignment of extra work, restriction,
formal warning, censure (which can be
placed on the student's record temporarily or permanently), suspension, and
expulsion. Suspension and expulsion
•are permanently placed on the record of
the student,".
An informal complaint may be filed
with the sources mentioned above or

Individual Tutoring Services
will be available beginning Wednesday, January 1997 at the

Writing Center
115 Vernon Street
Monday through Friday
1:00 - 4:00 p.m.
and
Monday through Thursday
6:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Late Night Hours In Mather Hail...
Sunday and Monday
10:00 p.m. - Midnight

Drop In Or Call 297-2468 For An
Appointment.

with a sexual assault councilor or the
chaplain. If the student wishes to file a
formal complaint, a written, complaint
must be sent to the Deari of Faculty. The
Dean will then decide which course of
action will be taken next.
The list included in the report that was
sent out to students mentions both substantiated and unsubstantiated reports
of sexual harassment and assault. "It
seems somewhat pointless to publish an
unsubstantiated report," says DJ Min '99,
"as a general rule, this practice devalues
the substantiated information and discredits the report as a whole, to a certain
degree."
Included in the list are five cases of
forced sexual intercourse, as well numerous other examples of sexual harassment. Though on the whole the
perpetrators of these crimes were unknown males, at least three men were
formally punished with ranging from
arrest to permanent censure.
Another student, Rosio Herrera '99
says, "I personally have had no problem
with sexual harassment. It doesn't seem
to be a large problem." While Jeremy
Rosenberg '99 points out the inconsistency of the report, 'Just look at the thing.
You've got report number 2 where there
is 'forced sexual behavior' and the [disciplinary] action taken is 'Male student arrested by police and suspended by
College'. And then you've got report
number 19 where there is 'forced sexual
intercourse' and the only action taken is

'female student advised of options'. Give
me a break."
Nonetheless, all students interviewed
agreed that the information provided
concerning the College's policies and
definitions of Sexual Assault/Harassment was helpful and informative.
Please contact Diane Martell, Director of
the Women's Center, at X2408.

Are you interested in
what is going on at
Trinity?
Do you want to get
involved in
something that
really matters?
Do you like to write?
If you answered
yes to any of these
questing come
write for the Tripod
News Section. Our
Meetings are
Tuesday Night at
9;30 in the Tripod
Office in Jackson.
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Changes To Gave Reflect
Dietary Needs Of Students

World News Report
World
-The Union Bank of Switzerland ordered the
shredding of a large cache of documents many of which
were linked to Nazi Deposits during World War Two. A
suspicious security guard however grabbed some of the
documents and slipped them to a Swiss Jewish group.
According to the guard the documents appeared to
contain information regarding the forced sale of Jewish
assets during the war. The bank however denied such
claims.
-Yassir Arafat spoke to 60,000 Palestinians in Hebron
on Sunday. Speaking about the peace process with Israel,
Arafat took pains to send a message of moderation and
conciliation to the Israelis. He stressed that the people of
Hebron did not want a confrontation, and that the peace
process would move forward. Though there are still many
obstacles to the peace process, Arafat called Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu a friend and a partner in
the effort for peace.

A Marriott worker tends the new salad bar, one of the many new
additions made by Marriott in the Cave.
BY JEREMY ROSENBERG

News Writer

As many people may have
noticed by now, there have been
many changes to the Cave in
Mather Hall. Over the last few
years there have been many
modifications to the Cave.
Some may recall last year
when the Deli had larger sandwich rolls, and others may remember a day when the cave
was a much darker and smaller
place that lived up to its name.
People may even remember the
carpeting on the floor.
Lately though the cave has
been going through some
changes in an attempt to make
it a more desirable dining
choice.
According to some critics, the
quality of the food has been increasing, while frightening
other with the idea that the
prices might be soon to follow.
Some of the newer changes to
the Cave is the addition of the
fresh salad bar, the pre-packaged deli, and grill, which attempt to satisfy the hoards of
people flocking to the Cave at
lunch time.
Some other changes include
the stylish new tray rack, and

who could over look the Cave's
specialty, fried chicken rings.
Many students have found
these new additions to be a delightful change from the old
Cave, "It is good the Marriott is
reaching out to those people
that prefer a healthier choice,"
remarked Ernesto Anguilla '99
as he ate his fresh salad, "Having two fryers helps to make the
fries taste like potatoes rather
then chicken."
But Anguilla showed some
fear that the prices may rise and
the Cave would become too
much like the Bistro.
Other students, h,k.e Nick
Ortner 'O&'agfeetf ''The salad
bar is good, and the remodeling
of the Cave adds a bit of class. It
is almost as good as the Bistro,"
he continued. "Although there
have been many changes to the
Cave, it would be nice if the
tables didn't wobble and the
lines were not so long during
lunch."
Josh Ayers '97 told a different
side of the story, "I like the
change in general, except for the
cafeteria feeling that the Cave is
taking on."
As a student that has seen
many different faces of the cave,
Ayers adds "I don't like the prepackaged food. It isn't that great

Behind the scenes at the game show...

JACOB KASELL

to avoid the lines and receive
nasty food. I would rather just
wait to get fresh food."
Shirley Alvord, Cave Manager helped clarify why these
recent changes took place and
where they were drawn from.
"Some surveying showed that
people wanted something different,
and
something
healthier," Alvord said.
She also pointed out less noticeable changes. "There are
new deli and grill specials, and
more fries too. These are things
that people expressed interest in
seeing." Sharyn Keeney, Food
Service Mana.gji£jidd£d,rjia{
to the atmosphere of the Cave."
It seems that over all, these
new changes have been well received by many students. However, there is a general
skepticism that the Cave may be
moving in a direction too close
to the Bistro, which is generally
regarded as a more expensive
dining option.
Although these changes have
increased the potential of the
Cave, it appears there is still
some work to be done. "Maybe
over the summer," Alvord commented, "there will be more
changes to enhance the atmosphere."

-Mexico repaid the $12.5 billion loan that they had
received from President Clinton and the United States, in
1995 to bail the country out of economic difficulty.
According to the Administration, the loan ended up
generating $560 million dollars in interest as extra
revenue.
-On Saturday Danish officials arrested seven
suspected neo-Nazis who planed a letter bomb campaign
against British leftists and sports personalities married to
blacks. During a raid, the Danish police said they found
three letter bombs addressed to addresses in London. One
of the suspects shot a police officer in the groin during
the raid. Danish officials were alerted to the group's
presence by Scotland Yard.
-Borge Ousland of Norway became the first person to
cross Antarctica alone, completing the 1,675-mile trek on
Saturday. The entire journey took 64 days with
temperatures sometimes falling to 55 degrees below zero.
Upon completion, Ousland said, "I am in good shape, and
have no injuries of any kind." Ousland who is 34, traveled
11 or 12 hours each day, walking and skiing, and pulling a
400 pound sled of supplies. Ousland plans to remain at
Scott Base for a few days and will then go to either New
Zealand or Tasmania.

National
-Paul Tsongas, a former Senator from Massachusetts,
and a candidate in the Democratic Presidential campaign
in 1992, died Saturday at a hospital in Boston. On January
3, Tsongas was hospitalized with a liver problem related to
his treatment for non-Hodgkin's lymphona, and later
developed pneumonia. Tsongas was a Senator in
Massachusetts from 1978 until he developed cancer in
1983 which forced him to retire from the senate. Tsongas
was known primarily for his willingness to offer up
painful solutions to the nation's economic partners.
-On Friday, the House Ethics Committee voted 7 to 1
to recommend that the House impose a $300,000 penalty
and formally reprimand House Speaker Newt Gingrich.
Special Counsel James Cole felt that there was reason to
believe that Gingrich had violated tax laws and lied to
the committee. Though it is unclear how exactly
Gingrich will pay this fine, it seems probable that he will
use campaign donations to cover the fine.
-Ennis Cosby, BillCosby's only son was shot to death
on Thursday morning as he was changing a flat tire on
the side of a Los Angeles Freeway. On Sunday the Los
Angeles Police Department released a sketch of the
suspect, which was gathered from an eye witness account
to the crime. At the moment it is believed that the crime
was merely a random act of violence though the LAPD
isn't ruling anything out.
-Two of the four women who had entered the Citadel
this year quit the institution. The women charged that a
number of senior cadets had washed out their mouth
with soap and set fire to their clothes. As a result two
students were suspended, while nine others were charged
with violating the rules of the college.
Compiled from reports in the New York Times

Sara Merin '00 and 'Remember This?1 host Al Roker bond
before one of Sara's two appearances on the game show.

:

Compiled by
' ^ > Ian Lang
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Fine Food

24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527
Sides & Salads

Pizzas

Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
Topping ....$1.00 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Topping ...$2.50 Chef Salad
Greek Salad
Toppings
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Mushroom
Onions
Tossed Salad

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Red Veggie Design

L

Sheet

$8.50 /13.00 /23.00

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred

$8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scullions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the H e a r t . . . . . . . $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

BLT
.. ;
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami.
Pepperoni
Tuna..
Haw & Cheese • • •
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & C h e e s e . . . . . . . . .
Gyro

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

Subs & Grinders

Specialty Pizzas
S

$ 3.50
butter

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

$10.00 / 13.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

$8.00 Plenty for two!

"t

r

•I

2 Large Pizzas

Large Pizza

Small Pizza

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.
278-4334

Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda
Only $10 tax incl.
278-4334

Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
278-4334

1
1
1
I
I

Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

km

Gyro
1 can soda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

B
B
I
B
B
i A

r

Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

I
I

FREE can soda

1
i
I

with Any Salad

2 Whole Grinders

& Garlic Bread

Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

278-4334
J

k

Call in Your Order - Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.

I
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A Few Notes About Godot
Th is Theater Landmark Sports A Varied History

BY JOSHUA EPSTEIN

Arts Writer

I was a sophomore in high school
when I first tried to read "Waiting For
Godot." I was on a reading kick. Some
books were guides to American pop culture, some were trashy science fiction
novels, but among all of the trash and
pop were Ionesco's Rhinoceros and
Beckett's Waiting For Godot. I decided to
read R hi noceros first because the idea of
people randomly turning into rhinoceros excited me. I got through about
thirty pages of the play before I was rendered completely confused. I have yet to
finish Rhinoceros.
Why I ever tried to read Waiting For
Godot after that is beyond me, but a week
later I cracked the book's spine and gave
it a shot. My eyes saw the words, but
I don't think they were sending any messages to my brain because nothing was
making very much sense. I tried a little
. harder with Waiting For Godot than
I did with Rhinoceros because I knew
from my minimal knowledge of
Absurdism that Godot was THE play to
read. It would always put me to sleep.
No matter how hard 1 tried, I was not
able to envision the play in my mind,
despite Beckett's very explicit stage directions. I knew that this was not the
right time for Godot. I did not ;touch it
again until sophomore year of college
and I'm not sure that this was the right
time for Godot either. I am able to read
it and analyze it, but there will be several naps accompanying the process.
The American premiere of Godot was
plagued with problems, even before rehearsals began. The producer, Michael
' A

\

in the roles of Estragon and Vladimir.
Schieder was not pleased with the casting, especially with Lahr; he wanted
someone more adept at drama. While
Schieder was in England, Myerberg cast
Pozzo and Lucky without even consulting Schieder. Myerberg selected Jack
Smart, who had built his career in radio,
for Pozzo and Charles Weidman, a
dancer who had never acted before, for
Lucky. Myerberg also had the set designer redesign the sparse set because it
looked too simple, even though it was
Beckett's original concept. The final
product was a complex system of ramps
that for some unexplainable reason,
Schieder was not able to change.
The opening night in Miami was not
much different than the opening nights
in France and England. Some people
were left confused, but most people just
left. The major difference between the
Miami and other productions is that

Lahr attempted to salvage his audience.
As he saw them filing out of the theatre,
Lahr tried to compensate by being funny.
During rehearsals, Schieder was able to
work Lahr's comic outbursts down to a
minimum, but Lahr was now attacking
the audience with everything he had. At
one point, Ewell physically restrained
Lahr so that they could continue the
scene. Lahr's comic outburst was out of
place in the Beckettian world that
Schieder tried to create. The production
only lasted two weeks, giving semi-positive reviews to Lahr, and panning the
rest. Beckett never saw this production
and apparently neither did Myerberg,
because he was the only person determined to bring the play to Broadway.
Lahr was willing to give his only dramatic role a second chance as long as he
could select the director. Herbert
Berghof was eventually selected after he
spent hours with Lahr telling him exactly why the play cannot be performed
without comedy. The play was recast

ductive system. However, after seeing
and reading the play, Mailer surprised
the Voice readers by returning one week
later to write an apology. Although not
pleased with Lahr's performance (he was
one of only few to give Lahr a bad review) he recommended the play to everyone as long as they took the time to read
it first.
All of the press, both favorable and
unfavorable, stirred enough interest in
the show and tickets began to sell. Seminars were held after each performance
so the audience could discuss the play
with the actors. Copies of the book were
selling quite well thanks to Norman
Mailer. Pretty soon, everyone was seeing
the show and everyone was trying to assign a meaning to it, despite the author's
claims that it had none. The common
interpretation was that Godot was God,
but some critics delved much deeper into
the play such as Henry Hewes: "Irish expatriate Samuel Beckett sets his play in
the Vaucluse section of the unoccupied

Imagine today's theatrical community if a foundation
existed that prohibited the open interpretation of
Shakespeare's plays.
zone of France during World War II."
According to Hewes, Didi and Gogo were
refugees and Godot was the man taking
them over enemy lines to safety. Suddenly, everyone was studying Godot simply because no one could understand it.
Productions of Godot continued to
appear around the globe, but none
stirred more excitement than the 1975
German Schiller Theatre production
that Beckett was going to direct himself.
j J 4 d d
Endgame at the
li andd felt
fl
eTnfltre a few years earlier
by working with Berghof, he was able to that it was time to produce a definitive
develop the humor within the lines and version of Godot.
silences. In fact, Lahr was so comfortable
Beckett's vision was very clear, as one
with the role that he stopped improvis- could tell by looking at his notebooks
ing during rehearsals. This would be that were used on the production. The
Lahr's triumph. But the tickets weren't author wrote down meticulous stage diselling.
rections, highly choreographed moveMyerberg did everything he could to ments, and inflections of the lines for the
boost ticket sales, including a full-page actors. The production played to Ameriadd in The New York Times claiming can audiences in 1977 with mixed rethat he was looking for brave intellectu- views.
als at attend Godot; it was not for "casual
The San Quentin video is proof that
theatre-goers." Tickets were also given Beckett's concept of his play is difficult
away for free to any college student. The to digest.
play opened to mixed reviews, praising
Beckett tries not to use movement
Lahr for his performance, but perplexed except when absolutely necessary. Even
by the play's message. The critics recom- when Didi and Gogo are walking, they
mended it, whether they could under- are taking baby steps, placing what little
stand it or not. In his final week at The motion there is in the production at a
Village Voice, Norman Mailer reviewed snail's pace. All lack of energy is made
the play without ever having seen it. He up for with Lucky's speech, with charcallously interpreted Godot to be every- acters running on and off stage to do
thing from a hot dog to the female repro- who knows what. In my ^opinion the
with EG. Marshall as Didi, who Lahr felt
could be more of a second banana, Kurt
Kasznar as Pozzo, and Alvin Epstein as
Lucky, who was Schieder's original
choice that Myerberg ignored. The complicated set design was scrapped and replaced by a blank stage (except for the
tree, of course), not because it was
Beckett's concept, but because Lahr
needed a set with less ramps so he could
have more room for physical comedy. It

Thinking About Studying Abroad?
Join the Institute of European Studies and the Institute of Asian Studies
on

Tuesday, January 28 from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
at the Rittenberg Lounge in Mather Hall
!!! Join Us For PIZZA and Study Abroad Stories!!!
recruit@iesian.org
(800)995-2300
www.iesias.org

production is humorless, except for the
comic bits like the hat exchange that
Beckett stole from the silent film comedians. The performances are strong, but
the direction is intolerably slow. If this
is any indication of what Beckett was
trying to impress upon Alan Schieder, it
is no wonder that production failed as
well.
It appears that Beckett's interpretation of his own play is not one that critics and audiences enjoy. ( Convicts
perhaps, but they are not a major market for the theatre scene.)
From a purely literary standpoint, it
is important that the author be able to
present his interpretation, but from a
theatrical standpoint, Beckett's interpretation is not entertaining.
Actors like Bert Lahr, who had very
little education other than the stage, are
able to make Godot worth watching.
Lahr was never panned; the play was. So
one would instantly assume that if we
took the two funniest comics of the 80's
and paired them together as Didi and
Gogo it would be a major success. The
critics hated it.
I speak of the 1988 production directed by Mike Nichols starring Steve
Martin as Didi, Robin Williams as Gogo,
E Murray Abraham as Pozzo, and Bill
Irwin as Lucky. Beckett gave Nichols
permission to pick and choose dialogue
from several editions (Beckett made minor changes with almost every production) which Nichols assembled into a
new script and Beckett approved. The
actors were no longer on a country road,
but in a Nevada desert, with the colored
lights of Las Vegas glowing in the horizon. Yes, there was a tree, but the set was
also bedecked with the usual desert
paraphernalia (license plates, Georgia
• O'Keefe skulls) as well as the not so usual
(Groucho glasses).
Williams was criticized for having too
much fun with the role by doing what
he does best: impersonating celebrities
and sound effects with every line. My
personal favorite: Didi's name was
turned into the theme song to "The Twilight Zone." Williams would also improvise with the stage props to add even
more comic elements to his performance. Steve Martin, on the other hand,
was more relaxed, acting as Williams's
second banana. Sound familiar?
Imagine today's theatrical community
if a foundation existed that prohibited
the open interpretation of Shakespeare's
plays. Shakespeare wouldn't have survived three hundred years if we weren't
able to perform it however we wanted it.
I think that Beckett's work could be in
jeopardy of disappearing. His universality allows for open interpretation of
Godot, which would ensure a place in the
history books three hundred years from
• now. But he currently runs the risk of
becoming extinct. How many times is
one person going to want to see the same
production of Godot .
The play still.baff les me and I'm sure
it will for a long time. It hasn't even been
'around for half a century and it has already been seized by the literary philosophers who placed Waitingfor Godot
on a dusty library shelf where short actor/directors like me cannot reach it.
I think the theatrical community
. should steal it back: Plays are written to
be performed, not to grow old. When
performed Beckett's way, sure, it can get
a little tedious. That is the point Beckett
is trying to make. But if everyone could
make the play their own, if everyone
could make their own point, there could
be magic in the theatre once again.

Waiting For Godot will play:
Thurs.day-Saturday,]an 23-25
8:00pm Saturday Matinee at 2:00pm
Goodwin Theater.Austin Arts Centert
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A AC Opens The NewYear
"It took a few weeks. Some of us had very short winter breaks. A few of us were in more than one show. And God
knows it. was damn cold in Garmany Hall, but last weekend four full fledged (well, pretty full fledged) musicals
opened in repertory as part of the Festival of January Musicals. Everything from farm animals to slightly offbeat
60's cabaret performers graced the intimate space, and as actors crawled, died, and jumped over the audience weeks
of sweat and tears (believe me there was some of that) came full circle."
-Ernesto Anguilla '99

John & jen Raise! Student Actors Run Rampant In
Emotional Levels George Orwell's Animal Farm

JAVIER CHACIN

The cast of Animal Farm before they crawled all over
Garmany one last time.
BY JAVIER C H A C I N

Arts Editor
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There are some novels that
don't do well in adaptation. Producers have had a hard time
with classics like Grapes of
Wrath (how the hell do you
adapt that chapter where the
turtle is crossing the street for a
dozen pages?) Great Expectations (it's a long book) and
Wuthering Heights (1 really
don't know why, but there
aren't too many good versions
out there).
Animal Farm by George

Peter Hall's adaptation the conceptual aspect of the piece took
precedence over anything else.
Masks were used and it seemed
like a real effort was made to
recreate animal behavior.
In the Trinity production, in
which I participated, the main
chunk of the concept was taken
away for reasons of time, therefore what you had left over was
the script and the score, which
seem like an odd mix of objectives.
The story of an animal rebellion on an English farm begins
innocently enough, presented
as a fairy story by Harry

Each member of the cast embodied their
character's motivations to the hilt, and it
was the energy created by the chemistry
.., that propelled the performance along.
Orwell brings with it a slightly
different problem. The book is
based on a concept. Orwell created a fable of corruption and
persecution using the innocent
setting of a farm and its animal
inhabitants. The believability of
this concept is essential in getting the piece across in any medium.
Without this concept what
you have left over is either
Arthur Miller's The Crucible
without the unflattering costumes or a Hitler docudrama
with odd references to farm animals.
In the original production of

Dobelle as the narrator. Julia
Strong's direction created a
flow throughout the piece that
always gained your attention,
but the material was uneven at
times, with moments of pathos
interrupted by cheerful songs
or musical theater ballads appearing with little justification.
The score, with music by Richard Peaslee and lyrics by Adrian
Mitchell, is charming on its own
but seems out of place within
the odd grammatical language
Peter Hall has decided to use for
his script.
For what the cast had to work
with, and the limited time in

which to work on the production the ensemble created wonderful moments within the
confines of the script. Each
member of the cast embodied
their character's motivations to
the hilt, and it was the energy
created by the chemistry in the
cast that propelled the performance along.
This piece is the sort of work
that needs an extensive amount
of rehearsal to discover all the
hidden meanings and nuances.
The piece as it was performed
here played on one level, not really creating the paranoia that
the novel does. The piece could
slowly evolve into a deranged
version of what it began as, but
the material does not allow for
that.
All the way to the end the creators interpolated upbeat numbers with somber dialogue. Its
saving grace for the duration of
the performance was the cast
and the fact that they could find
entertainment in such an uneven piece.
When all is said and done
what is going to be left over are
the wonderful performances
that created emotion and
laughter at every turn and a
haunting final moment in
which Harry Dobelle, choosing
the animals over the human
beings, gathers with them on a
top landing, staring at the humans in horror and lets his
book, George Orwell's Animal
Farm, fall to the ground as the
lights go out.
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With Festival Of Musicals
A Classic Finally Makes It To Trinity
The Longest Running Musical Of All Time Graces Garmany Hall
the stage as narrator for a story
of a boy and a girl, portrayed by
Arts Editor
Stuart Woiferman '97 and Lisa
Davis '98, who are in love yet
A show must be something separated from each other by a
special to be running at one wall built between their houses
venue for thirty seven years. If by their mothers, portrayed by
you walk through Sullivan Emily Miller '97 and Jennifer
Street in New York you might Cross '97. The mothers' scheme
notice a theater named after to create an imaginary feud bethat very same street where The tween themselves and build the
Fantasticks began its life in wall in order to unite their son
1960. Created by Harvey and daughter succeeds and so
Schmidt and Tom Jones The they plan, with the help of El
Fantasticks represents the big- Gallo, portrayed by the narrator,
gest success, both critically and to end the whole deal with an
financially, of their careers. You elaborate abduction by moon
can imagine what high expec- light. There the boy will prove
tations any production of the worthy of the girl he loves by
show might generate with such rescuing her from El Gallo and
his hired help, An old actor pora history.
This Trinity College produc- trayed by Tyler Booth '97 who
tion met every one of those ex- creates a hilarious caricature of
pectations and went a huge leap an aging English Thespian, and
forward. It cast a spell. It his trusty partner Mortimer
charmed the audience. It cre- who, portrayed by Ernesto
ated such an intoxicating atmo- Anguilla '99, does death scenes
sphere that you could not help like no other. Act one ends on a
getting completely caught up.. It happy note with the couple
is a wholly original piece, even united and the mothers gleamin its old age, that takes you by ing with delight.
surprise with every line. It is
But El Gallo warns us that
completely unpretentious, and this is not the end of the play,
that in itself charms the socks and as the sun comes up on the
of you
second act they all appear frusAs G«ral4vMoshej,l's 90n.ce.p-,
tion, a. Saliet tithe stage the mute, portrayed by lovers' desires for adventure,
Lauren Moore '00, appears and and the mothers cannot handle
beckons the audience to stay the fact that, with the wall torn
and watch. "Try to remember..." down, they have to share garRyan Moore '97 sings as he sets dens. The lovers argue and go
BY JAVIER CHACIN

The cast of The Fantasticks ready to go out and charm the world: (top row)
Jennifer Cross '97, Lisa Davis '98, Stuart Woiferman '97, Emily Miller '97 (bottom
row) Ernesto Anguilla "99, Lauren Moore '00, Ryan Moore '98, Tyler Booth, '97.

their separate ways, searching
for a new and exciting life. The
boy finds sorrow and despair in
the real world, and the girl, after being seduced by El Gallo
ness for something to happen.
The Boy returns and asks the
girl for his old life back. They are
happy once again, though a bit
scarred.

The ensemble did a marvelous job in finding every detail
their character was imbedded
with. Woiferman and Davis
found every funny nuance the
'"naive boy and girl, and expressed them with beautiful
voices. Miller and Cross, portraying mothers where there
were originally fathers, went
wild with their parts and put a

JAVIER CHAON

new spin to musical legend. Mr.
Moore presented a regal elegance and control to his part,
and Ms.Moore gracefully
weaved every scene together
with a silent ..narrative.- Tyler
and Ernie brought much life to
the piece creating hilarious moments. By the end of the performance a spell was cast. The
moon, the stars and the sun
have gotten our attention.

Money Comes Out Of The Theatrical Closet
BY LISA DAVIS

Arts Writer

The best kept secret in the
Festival of January Musicals,
Money - A Musical Play for
Cabaret, kept its audience
laughing at its hilarious puns,
jokes, and stereotypes. Although it failed to achieve nationwide fame when it
premiered in 1963 at the Upstairs at the Downstairs in New
York City, the Trinity production of Money, directed by
Gerald Moshell and choreographed by Julia Strong '94,
achieved recognition throughout the community as one of
the funniest, most up-beat productions performed recently in
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts
Center.
With the book and lyrics
written by David Axlerod and
Tom Whedon and the music
composed by Sam Pottle, Money
tells the story of a man with a
problem - Harry Clay, an "incredibly wealthy... son and heir
to the oldest nouveau-riche
family on the Eastern Seaboard", played by Matthew
Morse, class of '98. Clay seeks
the perfect woman and finds it
in Cynthia Burgess, (played by
Suzanne Farrell, class of '99), a
young woman smitten with the
idea of money and wealth but
who refuses to marry Clay un-

nesse, creating humor in his facial expressions, appropriate
actions, and accents that successfully compliment each stereotype. With a beautiful voice,
Suzanne Farrell also demonstrated her incredible acting talent in portraying a very funny
but sensual Cynthia with a
touch of naivete that created a
nice dimension to the role. A demanding and challenging role,
Matt Morse gave a tremendous
performance as the naively arrogant and yet lovable Harry
Clay. Literally doing flips
across Garmany, Morse not only
ignited continual bursts of
laughter with his "stunts" but
stimulated admiration in his
incredible acting and musical
talent evident in his every line
and action.
At the end of the musical,
Clay returns from his journey at
which point Cynthia happily
states "You're a failure, Harry.
An absolute and complete failure" and ironically, finally acThe Happy-go-lucky cast of Money. Javier Chacin '99, Kevin Fay '99,
JAVIER CHACIN
cepts his marriage proposal.
Mathew Morse '98, Suzanne Farrelle '99.
The four characters then sing
the witty, up-beat finale "Who
til he finds a profession so that Chacin, class of '99, plays the sympathy towards his plight.
Wants to Work?" As evident
she can "share his joys and sor- role of Bernie Bartok, a "loser" . Kevin Fay, class of '99, plays the
throughout the show the four
fourth
character,
Mr.
Mann,
who
rows as he goes through life who dotes on Cynthia throughactors
played off each other
is appropriately named for he
working with a goal in mind."
out the musical.
with transcendent heaps of
The musical tracks Harry
Chacin performed a wonder- appears throughout the play in. spirit and enthusiasm creating
Clay's progress as he wanders. ful Bernie with hilarious and stereotypical roles ranging from an hour and a half of wonderfrom profession to profession perfect "loser" charm that a gay waiter to a cowboy to.a ful music, great acting, and lots
seeking the perfect vocation. As stimulated both laughter at doctor. Fay succeeds in portray- of laughs.
Cynthia follows Harry, Javier Bernie's pathetic failures and yet ing all these characters with fi-
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Around LECTURES
Trinity...
Wed, Jan 22

PERTORMAN'
7:30 PM

The Latin American and Spanish Film Series will be
presenting The Grand Ball with English subtitles, followed by a lecture from Luis Figueroa, a professor of
History. This movie focuses on a particularly critical
episode in the troubled and strained relations between
Puerto Rico and the U.S. in 1942. This is a free event held
in the Life Sciences Auditorium.

Urn, Back From Where?
The signs proclaimed that "The
Captain is back," but if he really is
back, where did he go in the first
place? Who was he with? Why had
the Captain left us so long ago? All
Around Trinity knows, is that
while the enigmatic drifter was a
nifty barkeep, he forgot to bring a
groovin' dance mix for the folks at
94 Vernon on Friday night. That's
OK, though, AT was pleased to go
to a party where conversation was
possible, if not encouraged, thanks
to all that caffeine.

Sun, Jan 26
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3:00 PM

The International Studies Department presents a lecture and video by Father Roy Bourgeois, M.M., a
Maryknoll priest and activist entitled "School of Assassins: The Continuing Efforts to Close the U.S. Army
School of the Americas." This lecture will be presented
in the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall.

Thurs-Sat, Jan 23-25
SatJ a n 25

In its professional annual "faculty showcase," the
Austin Arts Center presents Samuel Beckett's Waiting
For Godot. The play is a tragicomic tale of two tramps
passing the time as best they can as they wait for a Mr.
Godot on the side of a rode by a solitary tree. It is directed by Arthur Feinsod, Associate Professor in the
Theater and Dance Department and Resident
Dramaturg at the Hartford Stage Company, and performed by Trinity students and alumnae. This event
will be held in the Goodwin Theater. Tickets are $8 for
general admission and $5 with discounted admission.

Mon,Jan27

7:00 PM

The Hartford Stage presents Day ofAbsence by Douglas Turner Ward as part of its VOICES! Series of
playreading. Day'of Absence is a classic 1965 comedy
that recounts the uproarious emergencies which occur
when a Southern town is faced withe the sudden and
inexplicable disappearance of all of its African-American citizens. The performance will be followed by a
brief discussion with the playwright and/or director.
This event will be held at The Hartford Stage at 50
Church Street in Hartford. Doors open at 6:30 PM and
admission is free. For more information, call the Hartford Stage box office at (860) 527-5151.

Fri,Jan31-Sat,Febl .

**********
*****
Positions Open for SGA

The Oppression Continues
AT'has nothing but sympathy
for a poor crow who chanced upon
Trinity's main quad Saturday looking for a worm and perhaps frozen
beer droplets. What he got, however, was a stoning by some cabinfevered underclassmen. Man, first
his f rat house and now this!

8:00 PM

The gymno/circus modern dance phenomenon of
the Streb/ Ringside dancers will be performing as part
of the Center Artists Series at the Goodwin Theater of
Austin Arts Center. This is an athletic and modern
dance like you have never seen before; swinging from
high bars, spinning from harnesses, bouncing off trampolines and - literally - sticking to walls! The tickets to
these performances are $12 for general admission and
$8 for discounted tickets.

It's In The Stars
. The Columns Society formal
went off without a hitch Saturday
night, especially since there were
no taps hitched to kegs after 11:45.
Rumor had it that two kegs had
been pilfered, so score some sympathy points for that. AT left anyway
having decided to check the
Tripod's horoscope section from
on for party advice.

Frosh Fumble In Football Fracas
What happens when you mix
some freaked-out freshman football players and a chorus of crazed
Kappas in the coat room during a
certain party in Mather last Saturday? Hint: "Two man enter, one
man leave!" OK, so like, there was
this Kappa lecturing a football
player on etiquette, and he was all,
"No way!" and she was all, "Yes
way!" And when he, like, made a
threatening move, she was all, "You
think yer gonna hit me?!" and she,
like, socked it to him, and he was all,
"OW!" And then her friend was like,
"You can't do that to my friend!"
And she, like, started kicking his
friend's shins while her friend continued to beat the tar out of the
football player, and then, like, the
coat rack fell over, and there was,
like, coats all over the place, and
then a bunch of other people were
all, "Hey a brawl!" and they jumped
in. Final Score: Kappas 1, Freshman
Footballers 0, Wesleyan Student -1
(he got arrested).

8:00 PM
2:00 PM

ratlTIONSAVAILABLE IN SLRC STARTING
MONDAYJANUARY13,
PETITIONS ARE DUE FRIDAY, JANUARY 24,
and
ELECTIONS ARE ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29.
All students encouraged to run.
THANKS,
YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

*

*
The Tripod Staff
* *
* would like to wish you *
* * * GOODLUCK * * *
*
* in *
*
*
* * 1997! * * *
* * * * *
* * * * * * * *
* *

CINESTUDIO
Secrets & Lies (Not Rated)

Wed - Sat, Jan 22 - 25 7:30 PM

(Britain, 1996) Written and directed by Mike Leigh. Cast: Marianne Jean-Baptiste, Brenda Blethy n, Timothy Spall.
Mike Leigh, whose small films like High Hopes and life is Sweet subversively skewered life in Margaret Thatcher's
England, has finally won the international recognition he deserves with Secrets & Lies. The title could easily stand
in for the question of racism in Britain in Leigh's story of a black optometrist (Maruabbe Jean-Baptiste) who seeks out
her reluctant white birth mother, a profoundly honest portrayal by Brenda Blethyn. What might end up a feel-good
melodrama is in Mike Leigh's hands a, serious film about class, race, and the land mine of family secrets - with a
glorious sense of humor to boot. "A miracle! Blazingly funny!" - David Denby, New York Magazine. Winner, Best
Film and Best Actress Awards, Cannes Film Festival. 144 min.

In the Realm of the Senses (Under 18 Not Admitted)

Fri - Sat, Jan 25 - 26
10:20 PM

(Japan, 1976) Written and directed by Nagisa Oshima. Based on a true story. Cast: Eiko Matsuda and Tatsuya Fuji.
Cinestudio is pleased to present a luminous new print of Nagisa Oshima's magnificently photographed masterpiece
of erotomania, struck for the 20th Anniversary of its release. Winning instant notoriety for its explicit lovemaking
and shock ending, In the Realm of the Senses is actually about much more: a self annihilating sexual obsession that
takes passion to its furthest possible end. It begins in totalitarian Japan of the 1930s, as an oddly serious young maid
in a brothel captures the eye of the establishment's owner. As their illicit attraction heats up, they retire to a room in
a secluded hotel for an uncensored adventure that veers very close to madness. 110 min.

Looking for Richard (PG-13)

Sun, Jan 26 2:30 PM
Sun - Tues, Jan 26 - 28 7:30 PM

(1996) Directed by Al Pacino. Narration by AlPacino, based on the play by William Shakespeare. Cast: Al Pacino,
Estelle Parsons, Winona Ryder, Alec Baldwin, Kevin Spacey What is behind the sudden surge of Shakespearean
films, from Twelfth Night and Ro meoand Juliet (on the current Cinestudio flyer!) to Hamlet? Al Pacino enthusiastically dedicates himself to finding out, as he interviews people on the streets of New York, consults the greats on both
sides of the Atlantic, and then goes about rehearsing his brilliant cast in Richard III. As the actors, including Winona
Ryder, Kevin Spacey and Pacino himself, cast reverence aside and reach for meaning in the words of Shakespeare, the
play becomes not merely accessi ble, but illuminating. 118 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris '
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Wed, Jan 22 through Sun, March 2
THE ARCHEOLOGY OF MEMORY: Photographs by
John Bloom, Dennis Farber, Nancy Goldring and Marc
St. Pierre will be on exhibit in the Widener Gallery.
From pinhole camera prints to photographic composites, these artists investigate personal history, memory
and the passage of time. Their work presents a layered
sense of place located within the convergence of historical time, imagined spaces and remembrance. There
will be a reception on Wednesday,January 22, from 4:30
PM to 6:30 PM. Gallery hours are Monday through Friday 12:30 PM - 5:30 PM and weekends, 1:00 PM - 5:00
PM. Admission is free.

Through Sun, March 9
Three curators combine forces in an exhibition,
Heavcnand Hell, that illuminates themes of decay and
corruption, hope and infallibility, and judgment and
injustice. Margaret Bodell brings together documentary
and photographic work, by artists and civilians, inspired by the legendary Holy Land USA in Waterbury.
Jeffrey Green of the Connecticut Prison Association has
selected work by Lester Allen, Dennis Coleman, Pedro
DeClet, Trev Hedge, Michael lovieno and Michael
Reddick, all participants in CPA's Correctional Art Program. Peter Waite, in addition to showing his paintings made in Connecticut prisons, presents work by
Bobby Neel Adams, Joan Fitzsimmons and Walter Lab.
The exhibition is at Real Art Ways, 56 Arbor Street, in
Hartford.

Celebrate Tu B'Shevat
Join Hillel to celebrate Tu B'Shevat, the Jewish New
Year for Trees, on Friday, January 24, from 5 PM to 7 PM
at the Hillel House at 32 Crescent Street. Enjoy dinner
with f rie nds and participate in a Tu B'Shevat seder that
includes tasting many fruits and nuts, drinking four
cups of wine, and talking about nature and the environment. Everyone is welcome. If you have any questions, please call Nancy Beller-Krieger, the Hillel
Director, at X2280.
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Tuesday, January 21

9:00 PM

Dexter Grove will be playing at the
Underground. Admission is free.

9:30 PM

There will be an Open Mike Night
at the Bistro.

10:00 PM

The film Naked Lunch will be
playing in McCook Auditorium.

Friday, January 24

Winter Ball
Faculty Staff, and administrators are cordially invited to be the guests of the Office of Residential Life
and the Trinity College Activities Council at the Winter Ball. The event will take place on January 25, in the
Washington Room, from 9 PM to 1 AM. Musical entertainment will be provided by the MoTown Review. In
addition, wine, hors d'oeuvres, and piano reception with
sponsoring students and administration will commence at 8 PM in the Rittenberg Lounge.

There will be a Religious Tolerance
Forum featuring a discussion in
Terrace Room B.

Wednesday, January 22

Hartford Country Dance
On Friday,January 24, from 8 PM to 11 PM, the First
Church of Christ on 12 South Main Street in West Hartford will be hosting Contra Dance. The music will be
by Christine Hale with Popcorn Behavior, and there is
a workshop at 7:30 PM. Admission is $8.00 (half for students with ID and first-time dancers). For more information, call (860) 666-2124.

6:00 PM

8:00 PM

StrangefoUi will be playing at the
Bistro. Admission is free.

9:30PM

InhdeMarywillbeplayingatthe
Underground. Admission is free.

Saturday, January 25
8:00 PM

McCook Auditorium features
Tales from the Crypt Night. The
films Demon Night and Bordello of
Blood will be shown.

9:00 PM

The Winter Ball will be taking
place in the Washington Room. It
is sponsored by ORL and TCAC.

9:30 PM

Franklin and the Vanpells will be
performing at the Underground.
Admission is free.

Social Science Honor Society
Interested in Writing for the
Trinity Tripod?
The new 1997 staff is looking for
writers and photographers, so join
the editors for their weekly meeting
in the basement of Jackson Dorm on
Tuesday nights at 9:30.
rripod@mail.trincoll.edu

Applications for graduate study in the social sciences
must be completed by January 30. Ten scholarship
awards each in the amount of $2000 will be awarded
by Pi Gamma Mu, International Honor Society in Social Science. Two years ago Paul Sullivan, a member of
our Trinity Alpha Chapter, won a scholarship to study
history. Why not you? For information and application form, contact the political science secretary on
X2545.

Superbowl Showdown

Sunday, January 26
The New England Patriots will
play the Green Bay Packers in the
Superbowl. This will be shown on

It's time for the final football event of the season. The
Green Bay Packers will face the New England Patriots
in New Orleans. TViere will be food and beverage specialsall night onJanuary 26a t the Cave. The game will
' be shown on the big screen television.

;."•••••
:

\

the large screen, television i n t h e
" '

C a v e . '

"•

'""

' • • " • - • • " . •

Help Wanted
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings in your
local area,
call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thurs, January 23
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
Turbulence (R) 3:15 PM; 5:25PM; 7:40 PM; 10:10 PM; 12:10 AM
The Relic (R) 12:35 PM; 2:50 PM; 5:05 PM; 7:30 PM; 10:00 PM; 12:30 AM
:.
Shine (PG-13) 12:45 PM; 3:00 PM; 5:20 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:05 PM; 12:30 AM
Scream (R)
12:40 PM; 2:55 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:35 PM; 9:55 PM; 12:05 AM
People vs Larry Flint (R) 1:45 PM; 4:25 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:50 PM; 12:15 AM
One Fine Day (PG-13) 12:55 PM; 9:35 PM; 11:45 PM
,
,
Mother (PG-D) 12:50 PM; 3:05 PM; 5:30 PM; 8:00 PM; 10:15 PM; 12:25 AM
Michael (PG) 1:35 PM; 4.10 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:55 PM; 12:25 AM/
Metro (R)
1:00 PM; 1:30 PM; 4:00PM; 4:30 PM; 7:10 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:40 PM; 10:15 PM; 12:00AM
Jerry Maguire (R) 1:15 PM; 4:05PM; 7;00PM; 9:45 PM; 12:20 AM
First Strike (PG-13) 1:05 PM; 3:20 PM; 5:15 PM; 7:55 PM; 10:20 PM; 12:05 AM
Evita(PG)
1:20 PM; 4:15 PM; 7:05 PM; 9:45 PM; 12:20 AM
Beverly Hills NinjaCPG) 1:10 PM; 3:10 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:25 PM; 9:25 PM; 11:30 PM
101 Dalmations (G) 12:30 PM; 2:45 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:15 PM

Newington Cinemas - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Times are valid through Thursjanuary 23
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 666-1401
Preacher's Wife (PG) 7:15 PM; 9:25 PM; 9:40 PM; 11:50 PM
Ghosts of Mississippi (PG-D) 7:00 PM; 9:15 PM; 9:30 PM; 10:45 PM
Beavis&ButtheadOPG-D) 7:25 PM; 8:55PM; 9:15 PM; 10:45 PM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to the Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thurs, January 23
Prices: $3.50 general admission; $2.50 matinees
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820

*

* ' * * ' *

*

*

*

*

*

President Evan S. Dobelle
Invites you to an
ALL COLLEGE MEETING
to introduce the
Architectural, Landscape,
and Facilities Planning
Consultants
forthe
Trinity College Strategic Campus Plan
Thursday, January 23,1997
4:00 PM in Cinestudio

Preacher's Wife (PG) 1:30 PM (Monday Only); 7:00 PM; 9:30 PM
Beavis & Butthead (PG-13) 2:00 PM (Monday Only); 7:15 PM; 9:30 PM

*

*

*

*
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Beyond Fashion
BY BRANDON BARNES
Features Writer

Trinity offers quite a variety of diverse
fashion statements all of which continue
to grab my attention. Itseemsthata new
culture has arisen especially among the
women who abundantly display those
shiny black stretch pants, which resemble something my sister wore while
skiing back in 1987.
The fashion trend has dazzled and
perplexed me for a year and a half, but it
wasn't until a skiing accident left me
confined to quarters that I was able to
contemplate this subject seriously. 1 now
have time to study the finer things in life

one who tucks in, commented that, "If I
look organized it helps me keep organized."
As I was sitting in Mather the other
night munching on something unrecognizable yet curiously satisfying, I was
able to notice a table of about six men
and three girls all of whom had their
shirts tucked-in.
My hopes are that soon both the
tucked and untucked can soon coexist in
harmony. 1 have been friends with a
handful of those who tuck in for a while
and we get along just fine. Occasionally,
when we have been hanging out alone, I
have tucked in my shirt while they have
untucked theirs. We laughed and had a
good time, but of course, we all returned

Although these pants seem to dominate the female
fashion culture on campus, we may soon see them as
often as we meet Fugees fans who love original music
such as descending flights of stairs on
crutches, or more importantly, how
comfortable those tight and shiny black
pants really are.
Although these pants seem to dominate the female fashion culture on campus, we may soon see them as often as
we meet a Fugees fan who loves original
music.
As we have seen in the past with certain fashion props like the neoprene visor of the fall which was worn in various,
impractical manners, certain trends
seem to die fast with overuse.
The connection between the black
pants and the visors may be evident in
the possibility that they are made of
similar substances, and therefore may
share the same shelf life at the Trinity
According to Amy Ramalho '99, "the
black pants will be around for a while
because the concept of basic black clothing always seems to withstand the test
of time. Just look at the black leggings
of the eighties, they can still be worn for
certain things."
Now that old man winter has begun
to pay Trinity a visit, it seems as though
the campus has elected to keep warm
with a good friend we'll call Uncle North
Face. Although I have yet to attain an
article bearing the North Face logo, I set
out to by a T-shirt with such a logo
strewn across the front. Unfortunately,
a $90 price tag was a little too rich for
my blood, even though the T-shirt did
come with a detachable inner fleece.
With prices like this it seems unlikely
that such a trend in winter apparel will
last, but then again, I also thought it was
unlikely that I would ever find four Pathfinders in the same Vernon St. parking

to respective method tuckery before
went our separate ways.
As we look ahead towards the spring
one might wonder what will happen at
Trinity. Will leva's share the same popularity as Birks or will the leather sandals
go beyond those who enjoy Phish and
The Dead (R.I.P) and monopolize spring
footwear... because boy they're comfortable (and great for your feet too!)
It seems as though the flip flop has
become more popular than ever, however, I think I will stick to my Kangaroos
with zipper pockets (for ice cream
money). With warm weather also comes
another bitter rivalry like that of the
shirt-tuckers and non-tuckers: the skirt
wearers and the non-skirt wearers. Time
can only tell who will win this one, however I promise you! will eschewfrOm the"
former.
Here are some fashion trends we will
NOT see in 1997:
-A group of Trinity students eating in
the Bistro wearing Starter jackets
-Jean jackets with a Slayer backpatch
and anarchy symbols on the front
pocket
-Black leather baseball caps displaying one's favorite team on the front
-Velcro sneakers. . .especially ones
with the velcro strapped in the X fashion
-Bunchy Flashdance socks in the aerobics classes
-Keds.. .especially ones with the laces
removed
-Trinity Spring Weekend T-shirts displaying the logo of a band which has sold
more than 10,000 albums
-Co-ed Naked Absolute Bigjohnson Tshirts

...it seems as though the campus has elected to keep
warm with a good friend we'll call, Uncle North Face.
lot.
As for the winter footwear, it seems
like the Vasque style boots are aiding
many of the students in their trek
through the snow. In contrast to a backwards, upside-down neoprene visor,
these boots seem to be very practical
considering their warmth, waterproof
capabilities, and anti-slip factor. Trinity
should plan on seeing these boots
around longer than the radio play of
Alanis Morisette's tune "You Learn."
Another factor of the fashion culture
which remains an enigma is the segregation of those who tuck in their shirts
and those who leave them untucked.
Personally, I have always been a fan of
"untucked" due to its comfort and ease
(probably also has something todo with
a public school background as well),
however I have noticed that more and
more students have begun to tuck in as
we move through the year. Nate Bell '98,

-Head and wrist band
-Pegged pants
-Black stretch pants (oopsi) •
-Underoos with the Superman symbol
or Wonder Woman for the ladies
-JfiypercoIorT-shirts and apparel
-Freahie Freezies for the winter
-Swatch Watch with the Swatch guard
-The red Michael Jackson leather
jacket with boombox properly mounted
on the shoulder playing the "Breakin' 2"
soundtrack
-Esprit and Benneton outfits
-Skyjordans
-Reebok Pumps
-Metal Return ofthejedi lunchbox
with Ewok thermos bottle
-Crimped hair
-Color contacts
-An entire body suit comprised of one
huge Tommy Hi Ifiger logo

-Jams

Top Ten Uninvited Guests at President
Clinton's Inaguration

10. Paula Jones
9. The Buchananfamily
8. Socks' kitty-fitter maid service
7. Chelsea's AC/DC-Roadie
boyfriend
6. Special Prosecutor Ken Starr
5. Newt's mommy
4. Rush Limbaugh and his crock-pot
3. Cheech & Chong (Well, maybe if
they bring their bong)
2. Bill's personal trainer in full spandex
Tlanmace ana the Fry-Guys

GOT AN IDEA?
Think of anything
you ntight like
Trin-Trin Campers
to know?

Write For
Features!
You'll he the envy
of your friends!!

x2589
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Breaking The Bathroom Barrier

Papa Paradisaic

Co Education Outside Of The Classroom

Father of the Stars...

You've been a couch potato
lately! Get out and leave that remote
at home, and 1 don't mean to go outside and bird watch! Your special
someone does not have the zip code
90210 but maybe 06106. By the way,
your rendezvous on the long walk
was not as indiscreet as you thought;
the birds were watching!

BY LYNN PACYLOWSKI
Features Writer

That someone you've been
avoiding will catch up with you this
week. Don't be too quick to run
away they may have some helpful
insight. Those friends you've been
missing are waiting to hear from
you; give them a call. Be bold and
out-going Thursday night. You just
might meet someone new.

PISCES

. AUG25-5E.IT

Lately you've been keeping to
yourself. Take those grumpy pants
off and put on your dancing shoes!
Giving the cold shoulder is getting
you nowhere; people just think
you're rude. But don't get discouraged that special person you've been
watching notices you too! An unexpected hello to that person will
make their week.

If you were wondering if
anybody saw your big party foul
this weekend, they did. Lay off the
booze and try to relax, you've been
a little crazy lately. Take in a good
movie at the Cinestudio and get
your work done; it will pay off in
the long run.

Ll&RA
SEJT25-OCT2

• ARIES

_L

MAR 21 -APR \9

Time to make you're move in school
. and love. Sitting

Stop being so belligerent;

isn't surprising considering your
wallflower tendencies at parties!
Something special will happen to
you on the long walk at 11 o'clock
on Wednesday, maybe, you'll see
thafcertain someone.

mg those dirty looks. If you've been
wondering why that special someone doesn't like you take a look inside. Your lucky color this week is
yellow; try wearing it as much as
possible. It'll brighten your 'tude!

'• TAURUS '

SCORPIO

APR 20 - MAY 2C

OCT25-NOV2I

How's that week -long hangover? Instead of spending money on
alcohol, go out and buy something
else. Perhaps some new kicks... The
stars are in line for you to make your
match. Single life is no longer satisfying you! Nature photography isn't
as exciting as it used to be, is it?

Your grades last semester
were lacking. The stars say instead
of going to the view try the library.
That good looking intellectual you've
always liked probably will be there.
Give yourself a pat on the back for
your hookup this weekend. Hope you
got their digits

GEMINI
NOV

MAY 21 -JUN2O

Stop playing the field. You
know who you like; settle down.
Those bills and work you've ,been
putting off need to get done. Lately
your nocturnal habits are out of control. Keep it down! An embarrassing thing in Mather, like dropping
your cup, may catch that home's eye.

CANCER

It's three o'clock in the morning. You're
walking back from late night at the opposite side of campus. You're hair whips
all around your face and the short dress
you wore to the Formal isn't shielding
you from the weather. It's really cold,
and you're wishing you waited in that
bathroom line now. You're bladder is
small. You finally reach your dorm and
climb up the three flights of stairs, painfully depending on your pelvic muscles
to hold you in check. You reach the top
and run to the bathroom only to find the
sight you've been dreading. The profile
of a boy's you know what as he uses the
urinal.
A co-educational bathroom is an experience beyond all others. A floor of
three quads and one triple, all share one
bathroom. Seven boys and eight girls

For boys, they must realize that girls really do want you to flush the toilet. The
seat, whether up or down, is negotiable.
We can work together for the urinal. Just
don't use it. You can use the toilet even if
it's less convenient. Seeing your youknow-what is not a sight we girls really
want to see, at least not in the bathroom.
Whenever our parents visit, we have
to guard the door making sure none of
the female residents go in when dad's
there and none of the male residents go
in when mom's there. And our parents
aren't really pleased that we don't mind
being so open in the bathroom, and
when they're not there.
But there are doors to every stall, toilet and shower, and that's all the privacy
we really need. No one looks to get a date
in the bathroom, no one checks anyone
out at eight in the morning when we just
woke up. And when we're coming in
from late night; everyone looks good so
the intimacy of a bathroom doesn't re-

VIRGO

FE.5 19- MAR 20

t
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What were you thinking, did
you have your beer goggles on Saturday night? The stars are in line for
you to make a big move in love, not
with the person from Saturday
night. The cute brunette you
hooked- up with last week is the one
for you, so get to work, they won't
wait forever. A hat on Friday will
bring you luck for the weekend.

22 - DEC 21

This week was uneventful.
Starting Wednesday things will
brighten up. That lucky striped shirt
will come in handy. Wear it on
Thursday and you will be noticed.
The stars say you will be getting
some action this weekend. Hold to
them; it may not be just a one night
stand!

CAPRICORN,
DEC 22-JAN .19

Moderation is the key word in
your life. Clearly this was not practiced in your weekend activities! A
little reading, a little partying go a
long way. Stop over -extending yourself and maybe you'll make it to PsiU late night. Wednesday is your
lucky day;wear a green sweater you'll get lots of snaps!

Upon immediate sight as you walk into the bathroom,
you can tell if you should leave to grant one of your
male neighbors privacy simply by the way his feet
are pointing.
sharing three toilet stalls, three sinks,
two showers, and one urinal right in the
view of the hallway. The door says "Ladies," but any of the male residents
would have to walk down two flights of
stairs to the dorm's only men's room.
Give the bathroom to the boys and the
girls would still have to walk down one
flight. So we share. We get to know each
other a lot faster.
The sanitary napkin dispenser is our
ddfefWp,Isnd the sink serves as a beard
clipper receptacle. And you can only
imagine what beard clippings look like
the first time you see them before you
know that someone with a beard lives on
your floor. These compromises didn't
form from day one.
There are war-like messages left by
each gender concerning the upkeep of
the bathroom. One male room left a note
stating the message, "Girls- please put the
seat up when you're done," to which one
female room left a counter response saying something derogatory like "No,
thank you." Towels are clutched tightly
to our bodies as we wait in line for a
shower. One brief slip was enough to
make us that much more cautious. We
are strangers sharing the most private
and intimate room.
It became normal for us to see each
other half-naked on a daily basis. A few
girls had robes, a few guys had long
enough towels. And just when you're
comfortable enough to trot into the bathroom leaving your little towel tucked in
by itself without your manual support,
you run into the worst offender. The surprise attack. The neighbor's boyfriend.
He's using the urinal, of course, because
why shouldn't he? He turns to look at
you; you're frozen to your spot. He can't
move at the moment, so you turn to leave
with an "Oops!" and a good story to tell
your roommates.
The truth is that a coed bathroom
doesn't make victims out of only the female residents. It's a pain for the guys to
use the toilets. They've used urinals.
They don't have a door to close when
they're in a men's room. They don't have
to lift the seat up and then put them back
down. They don't have to worry about
offending anyone with their naked body
no matter what their body looks like.
Boys are just more open in the bathroom
than girls are. Put the two together, a
happy medium will be achieved.
Barriers must be broken in order to
form a happy bathroom community on
a coed floor. As girls, we must understand that boys are primates by nature.

ally have much effect on us. The truth is
that a coed bathroom is not a turn-on.
So much progress has been made. We
can go into the bathroom alone, without
our bathroom buddy. And even if we do
go with a buddy, we don't have to talk
really loud to cover any bathroom-related noises.
We can now take our time, going to the
bathroom, drying ourselves off from our
shower, unafraid that some boy has his
eye up to the crack in the door. It's.a trust
relationship, one which single sex floors
don't have and one which coed floors
with single-sex bathrooms .don't have.
Upon immediate sight as you walk into
the bathroom, you can tell if you should

leave to grant one of your male neighbors
privacy simply by the way his feet are
pointing. If they're pointing away from
you, you're in the clear. If they're pointing towards you, you can wait a few minutes back in your room.
Not everyone on campus will experience the coed bathroom by the time they
graduate, but those who have and those
who will can understand the bond it creates.
So at three in the morning, as you run
to your bathroom, you may see the youknow-what of one of your male neighbors. You can still run down one flight
of stairs to the only ladies room, or you
could walk to your favorite stall and chat
with your neighbor about what he did
tonight. He used to be just as embarrassed as you.
But now, through time and experience,
you both have achieved a coed bathroom
bond. He may leave the seat up, but you
can count on him flushing, and it's the
secret of the compromise that'll make
this relationship work.
, The opinions qfMs. Pacylowski are not
necessarily those of the Trinity Tripod or
its staff. But she roots for the Pats anyway.
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Charlie'sTwoPlace:
Restaurante
d'Amour
Sophomores Find Love Amidst Great Grub
B Y JEREMY ROSENBERG &
KAT SIEKMAN

Restaurant Reviewers

Being asked to go out and spend an
evening with a random person and getting a free dinner is not something that
is easy to decline. It becomes especially
appealing it you're broke. We accepted
the challenge and sought out to have a
culinary experience beyond compare.
Half the challenge of going out was attempting to find a place to go. After first
trying to get a table at Tapas, we decided
that there must be a restaurant without
a wait. Driving around New Britain Avenue we found Charley's Place.
The restaurant was not too crowded
and getting a table was not a challenge
once we chased down the matredee. The
atmosphere was very relaxed and casual
, and immediately the conversation took
off.
We were led to an oversized table in the
back room and were greeted by an over
zealous waiter. The room was spacious,
leaving a very exposed impression upon
us.
With a glance at the menu we both
found many things that tempted us, resulting in the gorging that soon followed.
We to split the order and sharing the
dishes so we could sample everything.
We decided to order a quesadilla appe-

A Satisfied Couple Returning From Charlie's Place

tizer and split a sampler entree and a
pasta dish. The quesadilla appetizer entailed two crisp quesadiilas encompassing huge chunks of chicken, green
pepper, onions, and cheeses was delicious. After nearly inhaling the scrumptious appetizer, Jeremy moved on to the
salad bar while I started onmy baked potato soup.
The salad was quite wonderful. They
offered a plethora of fresh greens, sump-

tuous vegetable, and a wide variety of
dressings.
The soup contained large chunks of
baked potato, melted cheeses mixed
with bacon and spices strewn on top. We
soon came to the realization that the appetizers that we had eaten left our
tummy's comfortably full.
We decided that we would heed to
pace ourselves from that point on if we
were to finish off the spread yet to come.

The spirited waiter returned with the
main course shortly after we had finished our appetizers. By the time he left
the table we had learned of his true passion to be an actor, big surprise.
We had ordered a sampler that consisted of a small rack of barbecued pork
ribs smothered in tangy barbecue sauce,
blackened boneless chicken breast prepared to our tastes over a open grill,
Cajun popcorn shrimp with a spicy
honey mustard dipping sauce, and also
a large platter of linguini with baby
shrimps. The linguini was heavenly just
the right combination of spices and garlic sauce.
After barely starting our entrees we
decided that it was time to move on to
the dessert menu, finding ice-cream toffee pie to be the cream of the crop. Jeremy was seen loosening his belt at this
time as he shoveled in another mouthful of dessert. After finishing a large
fork-full, we took a small breather. It took
the both of us quite a while to eat the
huge dessert.
The conversation had turned to a
reminiscing of past blind dates horror
stories. The food was above average and
certainly above Mather. We both agreed
that there was little left up to chance
when eating American cuisine in Hartford. The experience left a peaceful impression upon us. Thank you Tripod!!

Editor's Sorry Ifokes Bad Poetry Contest
Never seen anything of yours in print? Well,
O' The Week: ®
Bill and the Doggie. .,, , ,i
a< President Clinton is out jogging, and he encounters a man with
some puppies. Clinton asks the man
what kind of puppies they are, and the
man responds, "They're Democrat puppies, Mr. President."
Clinton thinks that is so great that the
next day he brings the first lady to see
these puppies for herself. He asks the
man to tell Hillary what kind of puppies they are, and the man responds,
"They're Republican puppies." The
president looks puzzled and says, "Yesterday, you told me they were Democrat puppies." The man smiles and says,
"Yesterday, they were. But today, they
have their eyes open!"
[http://www.majon.com/majon/W3/
best95.html]

Hcim Sandwich
A Ham Sandwich walks into
a bar and takes a seat. He says "one
beer, please." The bartender says,
"Sorry, we don't serve food here."

The Brain Cancer Patient
A man pays a visit to his doctor and discovers to his dismay that
he has inoperable brain cancer.
"I'm sorry, but you have brain cancer
and we can't treat it," says the doctor.
. "That's terrible!" says the man.
"Well, there is ONE thing we can do.
We can give you a brain transplant."
"Oh, yeah? How much will that cost?"
"Well, it all depends on what kind of
brain you want. We have your measurements and you need a 3 pound
brain. A surgeon's brain will cost you
$100,000, and an accountant's brain
will run you about $50,000."
"Wow, I've acually always wanted to
bea Wesleyan student."
"Well, that'll cost you $200,000.".
"What!? That's 4 times as much as an
accountant's brain!"
"Do you know how many Wesleyan
students it takes to come up with 3
•,,pounds of brain?"

j

The Tripod is currently accepting your very
worst poetry. Nothing is too embarrasing, or too
tasteless. Submit your most shameful short works
and they will be printed anonymously.
Drop Submissions in the Tripod Mailbox #702582
m mm mm nan,am mm am mm am mm mm.mm.mm mm i

THE RETURN OF THE
PATE REVIEW!!
TttlS SEHESTER WE ME NOT ONIV SEWING
TO/lttnURKHTS, BUT TO CLUBS hm BARS
VEUU".7(teT H U IN T«E BEUW INFORMATION
DRO? IT IN CimnlS Hhll TO BOX 7 0 S 5 8 &

Cross-Cultural Bathrooms ,
When you go into a bathroom, you're an American. Whenyou
leave the bathroom, you're still American, but when you're IN the
bathroom....EUROPEAN!
These jokes are timeless tradition
passed down through time. In other
words, they're not ours. Ha!

MCAT

YEAR:

Courses start soon!
GET AN EDGE ON MEDICAL SCHOOL

CalI80Q/2-REVEW
THE
:
PRINCETON
REVIEWx
GRE • QMAJ • LSAT
www.review.com

!MME/FEM
I

i EXTENSION
YE5 / NO
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Helen Benedict Reads At Gallows Hill
BY AMY SHACKELFORD

Senior Editor

I did a double take as I walked into
Gallows Hill Monday night. Helen
Benedict was just beginning to read from
her newest novel Bad Angels as I entered,
but she was so similar in appearance to
her sister, Trinity Professor Barbara
Benedict, that I suspected a rouse. Perhaps this "Helen" was just one of Profes-

sues of the immediate present. None is
the lesser in their choice of subject matter and both are talented writers, but
their literary pursuits could not be more
diverse.
Nevertheless, Helen Benedict proceeded in reading several passages from
Bad Angels that highlighted the voices of
the main characters: Bianca, a fourteen
year old, Dominican, pregnant girl, and
her mother, Theresa, a Dominican immigrant who is raising Bianca and her baby

Bad Angels proved to be enthralling, moving, and
profound reading that benefits all audiences
sor Benedict's alter egos? Not likely. on her own. According to Benedict, th?
Once her words began to register in my characters are based on neighbors that
ears I realized that what was coming out she came in contact with when she lived
of Helen Benedict's book Bad Angels in a Dominican neighborhood in New
could never come out of Barbara York City. Although she observed and
Benedict.
interviewed certain Dominican teenagEarlier this fall Professor Benedict read ers after writing the majority of Bad Anfrom and signed copies of her newest gels, the story is completely fictitious.
book Making the Modern Readers book
Written in the first person narrative,
that addresses the modern reader's rela- Bad Angels takes on the voice and aptionship with literary authors and works pearance of a biographical account and
of the Reformation. Whereas Barbara after meeting and listening to Helen
Benedict addresses issues and literature Benedict the ficticious nature of Badof the past, Helen Benedict addresses Angels is even more astounding. A white,
startling modern and controversial is- British, self-proclaimed middle class

Bianca and all of the other influential
characters as members of "them," or the
racial and social group that middle class
people try to distance themselves from.
By writing in the first person, Benedict
overcomes this racial, social, and economical gap and succeeds in portraying
the voice of the "other" in American society.
Although Bad Angels may sound like
woman, Helen Benedict does not seem a profound social and political work,
like a likely candidate to author a first which, in fact, it has the potential to be,
person account of a pregnant, Domini- Benedict revealed that it was not her goal
can teen in the inner city. Benedict ad- to create a work of political statement or
mitted this immediately after the purpose. The characters played a more
reading and partially credited her suc- important role in her creation of Bad
cess to Dominican friends, neighbors, Angels than did politics and by writing
and baby-sitters who assisted her in the through the eyes of these characters,
pursuit of accurate Dominican Spanish Benedict learned quite a bit about emotions and images that she did not realize
and slang.
When asked why she pursued the first she possessed.

Written in the first person narrative, Bad Angels takes
on the voice and appearance of a biographical account
person narrative, though obviously distanced from it, Benedict explained that
if she had written Bad Angels from a
white, middle class perspective, readers
that were white, middle class citizens
would fail to see the characters as individual and unique and would include

Bad Angels proved to be enthralling,
moving, and profound reading that benefits all audiences. Helen and Barbara
Benedict have certainly gone their separate ways as far as literature is concerned,
but Monday night's reading proved that
talent has not evaded either sister.

Student Ponders The Loss Of A Dear Friend
I want to go around to my friends, and
I just can't wait to see him. And when then I turned to look in front. Miles.
I do, I'm going to kick the living hell out Endless streams of broken-hearted cars, I want you to as well. And I want to say
Features Writer
of him, for doing this to everyone - to his and there would've been more if they'd to them, "Look, I just want you to know,
parents, to his friends. And then I'm go- known. He didn't know what he was that when you die, you kill me with you,
Ever since I got back to school I've ing to hug him forever - because then doing. No one could do that if he knew because I can't live without you. So
DON'T YOU DARE." And I pray it will
all the people he was going to hurt.
wanted to write this article, and now I we'll have time.
find myself wondering what to say. It
If anything good can come out of this end with Steve.
It is a privilege to know him, to love
How many mourning friends, brokenseems silly to think, I
1
for our time. His I tragedy let it be this. I've not always been
/ten. Get a' tat happiest of kids, a!nd I am so hearted girlfriends, arid devastated par\ A M m &
ashamed to say it, but I've thought of sui- ents is it going to take before it all stops,
Steve Skogseth was a rugger, and a lover, happy - so
eide. Casually of not, it happened and and we never; have to have a tragedy like
this again.
I'm so ashamed.
much of the time. That's how he'll be remembered.
Steve was the happiest person I know,
Whatever the reasons were at the
Everybody carries around baggage under the surface,
time, I can assure you they just seemed and we don't get to hear him laugh any-'
and sometimes it's heavy, but Steve hid his well Too
so huge, and this other way seemed so more. Isn't that a high enough price to
much easier. But I have to say that at that pay? I hope so.
well
And to Steve, 'cause I know you're here,
moment the only person I was thinking
regretting and listening -1 think about
of
was
me.
And
that
was
wrong.
There
little loud, and to kiss the cute ones bethat's alii can do.
you every day. I listen to the songs you
Steve Skogseth was a rugger, and a fore they get away. His death taught me would be a line of cars for me, for you too.
lover, happy - so much of the time. That's more than I'll ever know.
It is a privilege to know him, to love him, and I am
It taught me how much one person
how he'll be remembered. Everybody
thankful for our time. His life taught me to laugh a
carries around baggage under the sur- effects every other, and I should take time
face, and sometimes it's heavy, but Steve to love my friends. It taught methat this
lot, often. Get a little loud, and to kiss the cute ones
life can be painful sometimes, and that
hid his well.. Too well.
before they get away. His death taught me more than
It frightens me to think that the guy I suicide is the most selfish thing anyone
I'll ever know.
could
ever
conceive.
thought of as the poster-child for careAt the funeral, there were about a
free living carried around so much pain
You can never know the people you sang me, I try to understand. The silly
in him. I'm afraid for everyone else. I'm thousand cars. Driving through the red
afraid for my friends who don't seem lights, from the church to the cemetery, affect. The people who love you. Not till stuff you did still makes us laugh. I'll
we went down a hill and I happened to they tell you. And we all know that remember that smile always. I miss you
that happy all the time.
I'm worried for the next person who look behind me. There were cars as far sometimes we find it easier to let that a lot kid. We all do. No one could ever
know how much. I only wish you had.
has a problem that I can't get to, who feels as you could see, miles of them. And stuff go unsaid. Never again.
alone. I'm thinking about the next phone
call that tells me someone I love didn't
feel loved enough to keep living. I can
think of no one's death who would have
COLLEGE
shocked me more.
And yet, at the same time, 1 cannot
believe that the Steve you see in the picture on the cover is not the real Steve.
Smiling and happy. Chubby little apple
cheeks and this huge unforgettable grin.
The loud guy at parties, flirting with any
at SACI
girl he met, The Steve who took care of
his friends, walked us home, and listened
Studio Art Centers International
to our problems, and let us cry on his
shoulder. That's Steve. The one who was
Studio Art, Art History
up on my hallway making things loud
and Italian Language
and happy, blowing kisses. Flipping
burgers at rugby games with a six-pack
in his hand..
May 18 - June 22,1997
I am privileged to believe that there's
a heaven. And I am lucky enough to beFor information contact:
lieve that Steve's there. And I'm hopeful
the Office of the Dean of Special Programs
to think that someday I'll get there too Skidmore College, 815 North Broadway
to that big kegger in the sky. And all I
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
can think about is seeing him there.
518-584-5000, ext. 2264
That's why I can't cry anymore, because
http://don.skidmore.edu/administration/osp
he will never be gone to me.
B Y LAURA BLACKWELL

Skidmore

Summer Session in
Florence, Italy
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Dave Hava's Shooting For The Big Dance
BY KYLE ARMSTRONG

Sports Writer

The 1994-1995 Trinity men's
basketball season was one of mixed

emotions for then sophomore David
Hava. Hava was a bit frustrated during the regular season because his
playing time was limited. Something
special happened that year, however,
which gave Hava a boost.
His team made an incredible run
through the NCAA Tournament,
which was hosted in Ray Oosting
Gymnasium.
The team made it all the way to the
Final Four in Buffalo before losing in
the national semifinals. Hava says
that the run combined with the "tremendous fan support throughout the
Tournament," was inspirational for
him and carried him over into the next
season.
Now, two seasons later, senior cocaptain David Hava is the starting
point guard for the (6-3) Bantams, who
hope to make another run at the
NCAA Tournament. Hava hails from
Milford, Massachusetts, where he
patted two SS&SQPS on, the. basketball
team and played soccer and golf.
Besides Trinity, Hava was recruited
by Skidmore and Muhlenburg, but ul-

teammate Craig Moody. Moody commented that, "Dave has been a great
leader for us this season. He is our team's
floor general and he represents his class
and Trinity basketball in great fashion.
It has been an honor for me to be his cocaptain this year."
Teammate Tim Lynch characterizes
Hava as "a true captain who leads" the
team through his actions and words."
Member of Hava's NCAA team,
Markus Townsend commented that,
"Hava is one of those players that does all
the little things. He is able to win games
with his determination and inteligent
playMoody continued, "Hopefully we can
make a great last run for him come tournament time. He certainly deserves another opportunity at the big dance. I just
hope we can give it to him." What will it
take for Have to return to .the NCAA
tournament in his senior year?
According to Hava, the Bantams now
face "an important stretch in the season
where we can place ourselves in a position to make a run for the Tournament
at the end of the year."
If this is to happen, Hava, whose main
FILE PHOTO
Dave Hava practicing his timely shooting skills
responsibilities on the court are to distribute the ball and defensively lock up
timately chose Trinity because of the ex- with many athletes, frustration set in the other team's point guard, says that
cellent athletic program and attractive early at the college level, but a memo- "we must have the attitude that we can
biology department (not to mention the rable experience in his career really set win every game." Hava must continue
the tone for Hava's last two seasons, and to lock up the opposing point guards and
proximity to many Phish shows).
he
is now poised to lead his team to a continue his timely shooting and solid
Hava carries a.3.3 G.EA. despite majorpassing.
ing in one of Trinity's most challenging successful season.
Hava's memorable experience two
fields, Biology.
Hava is a two year starter at Trinity
The balance of such a challenging and the team's only senior, which makes years ago, which boosted his career in the
work load and the time requirements his role as co captain even more impor- right direction, is something he says he
draws on for leadership.
and commitment of playing a college tant.
Just, possibly, if things fall into place
sport may appear overwhelming. Yet
As co-captain, Hava feels his responHava is able to balance both his athletic sibility is "to make sure everyone is ready for Hava and the 1996-'97 Bantams, Hava
^oplay, beeaiases>w©ihave-to win the games may be able to help lead his team to the
"promised land"and in rhe process, prowe are supposed to win."
ion.
In terms of his basketball career,
. Hava is respected by many of his peers, vide a simllarily positive experience for
things have gone full circle for Hava. Like especially Junior co-captain and fellow the younger players on the team.

Bantams Run Toward Goal of New Englands
The Trinity Track Team Continues Running And Learning
BY YOLANDA FLAMINO

Sports Writer

On Saturday, the mens and womens
Indoor Track and Field teams traveled to
Massachusetts to participate in the
Brandeis Invitational. The teams competed against 15 other colleges and universities, as the athletes continue to
strive to meet the qualifying standards
for the New England Division III meet,
only four weeks away.
The mens team was led by senior tricaptain. Jon Karp. Karp placed in both
of his events, the 55 and 200 meter
dashes. In the 55 Karp qualified for the
finals with a time of 6.85 seconds and

then went on to capture fifth place, running a time of 6.87 seconds. Later in the
day, Karp returned to the track to place
sixth in the 200 with a time of 23.35 seconds.
.
.
'
Commenting on his performance

Another scoring athlete was junior
Ben Appleyard. Appleyard ran a smooth
1500 meter race that was strong enough
for a fourth place finish, as he completed
the race in 4:09 minutes.

The Women's team also had a number of its members
shine at the event In the sprinting events, senior cocaptain Michelle Miller lead the way.
Karp stated, "Today was a fairly successful day, but what really counts is still a
few weeks away. I hope to continue to
practice hard and hopefully drop my
times a little for the end of the season."

Are You Ready To Interview?
Come learn valuable tips and insights
on how to best present yourself in an
interview from:

Lisa Al'varez-Calderon '88
Funston Trustee
and
Assistant Vice-President,
Corporate Human Resources, CIGNA

Thursday, January 23
7:00 p.m.
Terrace Room B
Sponsored by the Career Counseling Office

; Eric Lavigne C98) also earned points
for Trinity in the longest race of the day,
the 5000 meters. Lavigne finished in
third place with an impressive time of
15:53 minutes.
However, Lavigne seemed more excited about Appleyard's run than his
own, as he brought attention to his
teammate's fine performance. "Ben ran
a really smooth, even race. His splits
were consistent and at a good pace. It
was a great race for him, he looked like
he had everything together."
Also, the 4 x 800 meter team, which
consisted of Josh Olson ('97), Matthew
Wong C00), Andy Joseph 099), and
Appleyard earned a fourth place finish.
In the field events, the only Bantam on
the mens team to score was pole vaulter
Adam Orr '96. The promising Freshman
cleared a height of 3.50 meters (11.5 feet),
a vault which was a foot better than any
he had ever previously cleared. The vault
landed him in fourth place of the competition.
:
The Women's team also had a num ber
of its members shine at the event. In the
sprinting events, senior co-captaiij
Michelle Miller lead the way. Miller
competed in the 55 meter dash where she

first qualified for the finals with a time
of 7.69 seconds. She then went on to finish in fifth place with a time 7.91. Nicole
Hanley '99, another Trinity sprinter, ran
the 600 meter race in a time of 1:48 minutes, which warranted her a fourth place
finish.
The Bantams also picked up some
points in the mid-distance races. In the
1500 meter race, Yolanda Flamino '97
finished second and later went on to finish fourth in the 800 meter race. Kimberly Mendell C99) also ran in the 1500,
as she finished seventh with a time of
5:04 minutes.
In the 3,000 meter race, Elizabeth
Worthy finished in second place with a
time of 10:56 minutes, which is a personal best for the junior. Mendell continued to shine as she placed fifth in this
event with a time of 11:23 minutes. Beth
Doran '99 was the lone female placer in
the field events. She finished in fourth
place in the weight throw with a toss of
10.50 meters.
The women, for the most part, .were
pleased with their performances, but
hope to improve over the next few weeks
in order to be prepared for the New England meet.
Doran stated, "This meet allowed us to
see where we stand in relation to our
teammates and competitors after the
Christmas break. Now, through hard
work, we can make the improvement
that we deem necessary for the upcoming weeks."
This week the Bantams travel to
Middletown, CT to compete at the
Wesleyan Invitation.
This meet, takes place on Friday, January 24, at 4:00 p.m.
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Sophomores Wrestle With New Leadership Roles
B Y JASON GABROELLE

Sports Writer

Despite the loss of Senior Captain
and Ail-American Ray Jones, the
Trinity wrestling team is not about to
roll over on to their backs. "We've got
a lot of depth this year," says head
coach Sebby Amato. "We've got kids
like Tim Barrett and Ty Bookman that
are just as good, if not better." The Bantams proved their persistence by taking fourth in the Swarthmore Duals
Invitational
Tournament
in
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania. Down by
20 points, the Bantams fought their
way back to a 25-24 victory over
Western Maryland. Powered by the
intense leadership of Sean Cooney
(158) and the upper weight classes of
Tim Barrett (167), Ty Bookman (177),
Jason Gabriele (190), and Peter Marino
(Hwt.) the Bantams had one of their
most impressive victory in years.
This past weekend the Bantams
traveled to Roger Williams University
where Dan Hughes started off the day
with a pin at 118 pounds. Hughes'
teammates agree that he is a huge asset to the program. He is a consistently hard worker who could
develop into a champion. Tim Barrett
(167) faced his toughest opponent of
the season in All-American and
topped ranked New England wrestler
John Lascala from RWU. Barrett obviously flustered the experienced
Lascala in a grueling dual, eventually
falling 8 to 4. Bookman also faced a
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Bantam Wrestler takes hold of his opponent in Oosting

Gymnasium.

tough oppenant when he met top
ranked wrestler Kevin Neville. After a
scoreless first period, Neville escaped for
one point to start off the second period,
Down by one in the third period,
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Bookman chose bottom and matched
Neville's score with an escape. Half way
into the third period Bookman found
confidence in his offensive attack and
scored two points for the lead with a

take-down. The scrambling Neville escaped and returned the favor by taking
Bookman down. Bookman escaped for
the tie with seconds left on the clock and
proceeded to attack the exhausted
Neville only failing because time ran out
The match moved into sudden-death
overtime where Neville prevailed by
scoring a take-down thus ending the
hard-fought match. The match lived up
to its anticipation, and Bookman looks
forward to a future meeting with Neville
in the New England Finals. Saturday
also showcased the abilities of still undefeated Jason Gabriele (7-0) and Peter
Marino (6-0).
Coaches Amato and Reardon arc excited about this years squad, which consists of only four returning starters, all
of whom are merely sophomores. The
remaining six varsity positions are filled
by talented new comers: Dan Hughes
(118), Nick Allen (126), D.J. Minn (134),
Nick Kaupp (142), Roddy van Seldenick
(150) and the "Giant Killer" Peter Marino
(Hwt.). The talent on the team promotes
intense competition in practice, which
can only lead to bigger and better things
on the mat. Hard working new comers
like Cory Mediera (142),Johnny Carlson
(167), Thorn Peck (158), Jamie Lewis
(134), and Mike Lennon (190) will break
into the varsity line-up throughout the
season. "We're a young team," says coach
Amato, "There are no upperclassmen so
we'll have to rely on the quality leadership of the sophomores."
The Bantams face off next week in
New York City at the NYU Invitational
at 9:00 AM on February 1.

Basketbal 1 Boasts 3-0 Blair Denies Hockey Opposition
~~—Itecord As Of Break
, t.< - r » - ' . - , -

BY MICHAEL CHUTE

Sports Writer

The Men's basketball team has been
playing well since the break and now
posts a record of 7-3. Sunday night's
victory over Atlantic Union was the
largest margin of victory in Trinity's
History. More importantly, Stan
Ogrodnick has tied Ray Oosting for the
most coaching victories ever. He looks
to break the record tonight against
Wesleyan. Ogrodnick has been
downplaying his run at the record and
remains modest in his achievement;
keeping his focus on the team while
eliminating any personal goals. The
coach reflected "It's an honor to be put
in the same category as Ray Oosting,
yet when you've coached long enough
you're bound to get numbers."
Craig Moody was named to the
ECAC honor roll for his efforts during
a three game span, The Junior co-Captain averaged 21.3 points, 4.7 rebounds
and 3.7 steals per game. Tim Lynch
commented that Moody "really deserved it; he shot the ball well all week
long."
John Mulfinger is currently among
the league leaders in scoring with an
18.6 average.
The sophomore
swingman is shooting 91% from the
free throw line and has knocked down
a team high 25 three pointers. Kevin
Bednar is averaging 15.8 points and 7.6
rebounds per game. David Hava has
continued his steady play at point
guard and leads the team with 48 assists and 15 steals.
Apparently the Bantams did not
suffer from the long break. The squad
showed no signs of rust in an 85-77 victory over a good Eastern Nazarene
team. Coach Ogrodnick commented,
"1 was pleased with our effort, especially since it was our first game back."
The squad took a sixteen point lead
into half time and held off a late come-

back by the visitors. Moody and
Mulfinger were on fire, combined with
47 points and eight three pointers.
Brendan Gallagher had three blocked
shots; Hava had six assists. Trinity also
received a strong effort from its bench.
Lynch, J.B. Brokaw, Chris Devanney and
Jason Levin all contributed to the victory, proving the team had a much
deeper bench than their opponent.
The Bantams suffered a major setback
against Springfield. In addition to losing the game 87-70, the team also lost
one of its best players (Bednar) for at least
two weeks. The team saw an eight point
lead diminish, only to trail by ten points
at the half. Suffering with seventeen
turnovers, they simply could not get
back into the game. Moody reflected on
the outcome, "we didn't execute our
plays very well and we gave up too many
points off of the turnovers."
This past weekend two easy victories
provided the opportunity for some of the
younger players to gain experience. On
Saturday, Trinity cruised by Albertus
Magnus with an 89-55 victory. Moody
led the team with 20 points and eight
rebounds, and Lynch had a fine game
with 15 points off the bench. Moody
commented that "we played well defensively, and it was good to pick up a win
after the loss."
The following night the Bantams
rolled over Atlantic Union by a staggering score of 98-31. Each member of the
team saw at least ten minutes of action.
Mulfinger tallied 20 points, while Jason
Levin and Marcus Reilly each had 16.
Union was held to a pathetic 19% shooting from the floor.
Tonight the Bantams look to improve
their record at home where they are 3-0.
Trinity has won each game that they
have led at the half, while conversely
they have lost each game that they have
trailed at the half. Mulfinger and Moody
are both shooting 47% from three point
land... "Lights Out!"

continued from page 24

back surgery: "For the first half of
the season, the seniors did a terrific
job but we did not have a bona fide
leader. Craig has given us the boost
that we needed." Jeff Blair added
that Muse is a "natural goal-scorer."
In addition, Blair attributed the success of the team to "hard work during practices, better team unity, and
sticking to the systems that the
coaching staff has implemented"..

Mahoney also singled out the first
line of Craig Muse, Mike Burns, andjoe
Roberto and the second line of Ryan
Southard, Scott Rickard and James
Devine for outstanding offense.
Although the men's hockey team
suffered a rocky start, the team has
been playing extremely well since the
break and the coaches still see the playoffs as an attainable goal.

Come write for the Bantam!
The Editors of the Sports section are always
seeking new, talented writers.
For more information, contact the Tripod staff at
extension 2589

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towlng Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Bantam Swimmers Strengthened By Team Spirit
B Y KATIE KURZ

Sports Editor

A week before school closed for winter break, the Women's team had cheir
second meet against Mount Holyoke.
The women pushed each other
through every event and wound up
beating the competition by a large
margin. In every single swimming
event, Trinity was able to take first
place. The freshman women of this
team have added such depth, especially in this meet as Emily Polito '00
placed first in the 200 yd., 500 yd.
freestyle and 200 yd. Individual medley. Carrie Rorer '00 also placed number one in two breaststroke events,
while establishing a new Trinity College Freshman Record in the 100 yd.
breaststroke. Nisie VandeKamp '00
earned herself and the team a first
place in the 100 yd. butterfly. The rest
of the team added to the victory with
their strength as Ali McBride "98, Ann
Taylor '98, Lisa Giarratano '97, Alyson
Guild '97 also took first places in their
individual events.
The second dual meet of the season
was against UMass-Dartmouth, where
the Trinity team did extremely well.
Again, the women dominated the
events by taking first place every time.
Karyn Meyer '99 qualified again for
New Englands, but this time in the 500
•yd. freestyle. The final score for the
women in this impressive meet was
172-48. The men had a much closer
meet than the women with a final
score of 120-113. They came into the
competition down 32 points because
Trinity didn't have any divers. The men
also knew that UMass had several outstanding,swimmers. This/wasjunior
Matt Heller's first meet back from a

Bantam swimmer competes in the 200 yard freestyle

year away from the Trinity pool and he
insured his teammates that "he was there
for them". After the first break of swimming, Trinity was making up points and
they had to keep the momentum up.
Right before the last event, the judges reported that they had miscalculated the
points for the first event, so Trinity
gained back some points that they originally shouldn't have. The men needed
to win the 200 yd. freestyle relay to win
the meet. With the team of co-captains
Scott Heidorn '97 and Dave McFarland
'97, Tave Fitzpatrick '97 and Matt Ruggles
'00, Trinity was able to capture the win

to San Juan, Puerto Rico, the Men's and
Women's teams have been working hard
to fight their competition. While the
team did return with terrific summertime tans, they worked many doubles
sessions while they were away for twelve
days. This trip also allowed the teams to
bond, making them a tighter group with
great support for one another.
The first dual meet of the new year
was the day after the teams' flight home
from Puerto Rico. Physically exhausted
from a week and a half of intensive
swimming, they mounted the blocks
once more to race against one of the top
" in.NESCAC,

After a vigorous winter training trip

Squash Loses To Yale
continuedfrom page twenty-four
did not seem to be a big threat to the Bantams, who finished 5th, so the top three
players on the team were allowed to sit
this one out and let the lower ladder players take over. Playing #1 Betsy Paluck
suffered the teams only loss, 3-0 (9-2,94,9-0). #2 Sarah Burbank dropped her
second game, but finished strong, 3-1 (92,6-9,9-5,9-4). All others, #3 on down,
won 3-0 with 14 of their sets being won
by a 9-0 or 9-1 margin, all blow-outs except #3 Priscilla Farnum '00 who had
Christina Kim, from thejumbos nipping
at her heels till she could close out the
match 10-8,10-8,9-4.
The big match of the week though
came on Wednesday, at home, against
Yale, where the Bantams fell 3-6. This
was Davie's first match at Trinity and regardless of the score she believed everyone played well. She was pleased with the
effort her teammates made at close of the
match, "I can't believe that it is over. We
focused so hard on this match for so long,
since I got here, and we did the best we
could. We all can't wait until the Howe
Cup so that we can get some revenge."
Davie as also shocked by the atmosphere,
"I have never played a squash match in
England with such a big cheering crowd
before. It made it an exciting environment to play in."
The courts were full with fans to
watch this match, but all the cheering
in the world couldn't stop Yale. Finishing 4th, just above Trinity in the Howe
Cup Team Championships last season
made Yale the school to beat in Trinity's
mind, but they must move on, yet knowing that they gave an Ivy a really big
scare.
The center court area was packed at
the start of the match anticipating the
match-up that all were waiting for, a
chance for Trinity to beat the #1 player
of an Ivy League school. #1 Davie had

FILE PHOTO

Amherst. Trinity knew the level of
competition they were going up against
and worked hard to show their best effort. While neither the Men's or
Women's teams were successful at beating Amherst, everyone showed their
best team spirit cheering everyone on.
Emily Polito '00 had another great meet,
placing first in the 500 yd. freestyle and
earning the Trinity College Freshman
and Varsity Records in the 200 yd. individual medley. While the men
weren't as impressed with their performance as they would have liked to be,
six swimmers attained New England
qualifying times: Matt Ruggles'00, Mike
Gorman '00, Ryan Young '00, and Scott
Heidorn '97, Tave Fitzpatrick '97, and
Tom Murray '97.
The team travelled once again to go
against two of the top ten schools in the
country at Union. While this tri-meet
didn't bring victory, "it gave the underclassmen a taste of what they will look
like in the future," commented co-captain Alyson Guild '97. The short distance performance, on the whole, wasn't
as strong as the longer distances.
Alyson also feels that as a team "we need
to focus on the main goals, working the
body and mind together, otherwise our
swimming isn't as powerful as it could
be."
Emily Polito '00 remarked "...having
gone to Puerto Rico has made us a stronger team, now that we are in better
shape and it will prepare us for the upcoming week of tough competition and
hopefully to be able to finish in the top
ten in New Englands." Yet Matt Ruggles
'00, along with the other freshmen
swimmers, believes that "the team spirit
necessary to pull Trinity through every
meet is due to the charismatic leadership of the seniors." . .

traveled a long way for this moment and
she took control early. For the fans, there
was nothing for them really to watch but
the discouraged face of #1 Loren Smith.
She tried everything and tried to keep
the rallies going, but as she got fatigued
Davie would slip in a drop shot to
quickly end the point. The match was
about the quickest a #1 squash match
has taken on the courts here. "I have
never seen a #1 player make such fast
work of another #1 in my coaching career. I was very impressed with Davie's
play." Said a shocked Coach Bartlett following the match. Other wins came
from Sarah McGowan '99 in the # 8 spot,
3-1 (9-5, 4-9, 9-4, 10-8) and Amanda
Tucker in the #9 spot 3-0 (9-6,9-2,9-1).
There were some very close sets which
could have turned the momentum of the
match if Trinity could have pulled thorough them, but they did keep the fans on
the edge of their seats. #3 Paige Vollmer
'99 was in one such a match and gave
Marchall of Yale a run for her money in
set three. Vollmer took a 6-1 lead, but
Marchall came back to take the match,
3-0 (9-1, 9-6,11-9), after each traded set
points in set three. #1 Randy DePree also
went down fighting in the last match of
the afternoon, with a cheering crowd, 31(9-7,10-9,1-9,9-7).
Many big matches are still to come,
including a match-up with Dartmouth,
at home, this Saturday beginning at
12:00noon. This is a key match for the
Bantams because Dartmouth finished
just above Trinity last season when the
final rankings were released, If they are
to prove to the league that they have improved, this would be the team to beat.
At 4;00pm on the same day they will
play Vassar. January 27th they will meet
another Ivy, #2 Princeton, at 4:00pm at
home. Come out and cheer for Bants this
weekend.

Womens Hoops-Undefeated At Home
BY FRED SCHONENBERG

Sports Editor

The women's basketball team extended its winning streak to seven
straight games after beating both
W.P.I, and Wellesley at home this
week. The Bantams remain undefeated for the season at Ray Oosting
gymnasium, posting a 5-0 home
record.
The Bantams returned from winter
break on January 3rd and did not play
a game until this past Thursday. The
team practiced for two straight weeks
without a game yet they looked anything but rusty when they returned
to action. Lisa Welker '97 commented
that long hiatus from games "allowed
us time to really fine tune our offenses
and defenses and greatly improved
our execution."
On Thursday the Bantams relied
upon the hot hand of Sarah Martin '98
and a flurry of assists by point guard
Colleen McGlynn '98 to secure a 6545 victory over W.P.I. Martin finished
the game with 23 points, shooting 11
of 18 from the field in 27 minutes of
play. Martin averages 15 points and
nearly 7 rebounds per game. Many of
Martin's points were layups gift
wrapped for her by point guard Colleen McGlynn, who finished with a
game high 8 assists.
Every time W.P.I, would make a run
the Bantams had an answer. Whether
it was the McGlynn-Martin combination or deadly shooter Kate Leonard
'98 coming off the bench. Leonard
scored 13 points for the Bantams including a clutch three pointer which
"stopped a run and got the team on a
role," according to Lisa Welker.
Leonard's clutch shooting is something the team has grown accustomed to as the sophomore has

repeatedly nailed the big shot.
Captain Susan Dinklage continued her solid and consistent play as
she scored 12 points and added 8 rebounds. Dinklage's greatest asset is
"the leadership she brings to the
team," according to Assistant Coach
Amy Seymore. This was never more
evident than in the Bantams game
Saturday against Wellesley. Again
Dinklage added consistency with 10
points and 6 rebounds. More importantly, the decisive run in the game
came when Dinklage was alone on
the court with four freshman:
Gretchen MacColl, Caitlin Luz,
Meredith Papa, and Megan Shutte.
The brilliant play of the four freshman combined with Dinklage's leadership put the Bantams in the lead for
good.
The Bantams went on to beat
Wellesley 51-39 and were lead by
Gretchen MacColl's '96 20 points and
10 rebounds in only 20 minutes of
play. This is the second time MacColl
has lead the team in both points and
rebounds in a single game.
A great deal of MacColl's success
can be attributed to the all around
game of fellow freshman Caitlin Luz.
Luz, the team's spark plug, ignited the
Bantams with 3 points, 4 assists and
8 rebounds off the bench. Head
Coach Maureen Pine could be heard
from the bench exclaiming about
Luz, "She's playing a great game!"
If the Bantams continue on this
winning streak they may see a NCAA
tournament bid at the end of the season and with such a young team
should only get better as the year
goes on.
The Bantams attempt to prolong
their home winning streak this week
on Jan. 23 at 7pm against Westfield
State, and again on Jan. 25 at 2pm
against Clark University.
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JtfJS Mkhti yCollege view Cafe Trivia
IN BANTAM Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia contest
MM: III.

questions correctly and leave a voice mail at the Tripod by
calling extension 2589 will win a pitcher of Milwaukee's
Best from the View. Good luck!

Men's Basketball
Jan. 21 vs. Wesleyan, 7:30 PM
Jan. 25 vs. Tufts, 7:30 PM

Women's Basketball
Jan. 23 vs. Westfield State, 7:00 PM
Jan. 25 vs. Clark, 2:00 PM

In Honor of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
1. What is the name of the arena where the Seattle Mariners play?
2. Who is Iron Mike Tyson's promotor?

Wrestling
Jan. 25 vs. W.P.I, M.I.T and Williams, at W.P.I
12:00 noon

Men's and Women's Swimming
Jan. 22 at Wesleyan, 6:30 PM
Jan. 24 vs. Tufts, and Southern Conn, 6:00 PM
Jan. 25 vs. Brandeis, 1:00 PM

3. Who lost the Steel Cage match to Hulk Hogan in
Wrestlemania II?
4. Who was the last New York Knick to lead the NBA in
scoring (1985)?

Mens Ice Hockey
Jan. 24 at Middlebury, 7:00 PM
Jan. 25 at Norwich, 3:00 PM

5. What New York Met led the National League in Home
Runs with 37 in 1982?

Men's Squash
Jan. 24 vs.UBenn. 7:00 PM
- ;; .
Tvs. Dartmouth and Vassar, 2:00 PM
Jan. 26 vs. Franklin and Marshall, 12:00 PM

Congratulations!!

Women's Squash
Jan. 25 vs. Dartmouth, 12:00 PM
Jan. 25 vs. Vassar, 4:00 PM
Jan. 27 vs. Princeton, 4:00 PM

Men's and Women's Indoor Track
Jan. 24 at Wesleyan, 5:00 PM

Head BasketbaliCoach Stan Ogrodnik has tied Ray
Oosting for most wins in Trinity basketball history.
Ogrodnik will attempt to break the record this evening
in Ray Oosting Gymnasium at 7:00 PM.
Hockey co-captain Craig Muse '97 reached the century
mark as he scored the 100th goal of his ice hockey career.

SAVE $$ AT THE VIEW
1
i

Special...
Welcome Back Trinity!
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

GOOD NOON UNTIL 8 PM, EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE

Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers*

Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
*=Mil's Best

imily Polito '001
Freshman Emily Polito has
brought new depth to Trinity's
Varsity Women's swim team.
She came in first place in nearly
every event in which she competed. Polito has attained qualifying New England times in the
200, 500,1000 yard freestyle,
and the 200 yard individual
medley. She has most recently
earned both Trinity College
Freshman and Varsity records
in the 200 yard individual medley when swimming against
Amherst College with a time of
2:19.48.
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Undefeated Squash Strives For National Title
BY PETER RHOADES

Sports Writer

The Trinity Men's Squash
Team returned from their trip
from England in superior form
this week. They now boast an
undefeated record at 7-0, and
look strong after getting their
full lineup back for the first
time this past week.
After picking up Steve Avery
'00, who is from England, and
joined Trinity this semester,
Trinity started their training in
Norwich England under the
number one rated woman in
the World Alex Cowie. Not
only is Cowie the Coach of the
English Women's National
team, but she is also mother of
Marcus Cowie '00 the number
two ranked junior player in the
world, and Trinity's number
one player.
The Bants played Alex
Cowie's club, Barnum-Brown,
winning 8-3. Marcus Cowie
played his brother, who plays
on the professional squash circuit, and beat him handily. The
Bants next challenge was the
club Connaught who Trinity
bear6-5."Ib finish off t h r m p "
Trinity played the club Edward
St. Barnuby, losing 4-6. Although the Bants lost this
match, they were at the end of
a road trip that stretched
across the ocean and were
practicing twice a day. The
England experience was reflected on by Coach Paul

Co-captain Tosh Belsinger '97 warms up before his Bowdoin match on Jan. 16.

Assaiante when he said, "In the
twenty-two years of coaching, I
have never gotten more out of a
trip. Working with the world
renown Alex Cowie brought
the team together to a new level.
It was great to play great talent,
but it was also great to get in

'00 and Charlie Saunders '99,
number two and four, respectively in the United States for
juniors. Assaiante warns his
players though that all of their
competition is now preying on
Trinity. We are everybody's tarhave to remain hungr

in England. In all points it was goals.
a tremendous trip,"
Trinity brought back their
Coach Assaiante also com- desire and their determination
mented that this is an ex- home with them this week. The
tremely exciting time, working team played their tough rival
with such a talented group. ' Yale on Wednesday, who has
Along with Cowie, the team is beaten some good teams this
also composed of Preston Quick year. Although this was their

THClM BACK

first competitive match of the
season, the Bants had little
trouble defeating Yale, winning
8-1. Yale did its best to win, as
they juggled their lineup, but to
little avail. Trinity played without their number nine player
JonFreeman '98, who^was out
"^fl^ffHi^Tiu^'P'fa
was replaced by a freshman, and this
was the only match the team
lost. Captain Tosh Belsinger'97
spoke about his team after the
match," 1 have never seen a team
this businesslike on the court.
We just go out there do our job
and get off the court. The de-

meanor this team has shown
has been great"
The Bants rolled with their
momentum to Navy where
they played three matches on
Saturday. They beat Hobart 81, Navy 9-0, and Cornell 9-0.
Cornell was an important
match in that this was the first
time all season that the team
was playing with their full
lineup. Their dominance was
evident as they defeated
Cornell in straight matches.
Although the Bants won handily, Cowie had his most challenging match of the season,
playing a Finland player. Cowie
still won 3-0. After the match
Captain Mike Bittner said,"We
are really starting to put together some nice momentum.
With a good performance this
week we should turn few
heads around the nation."
This weekend the 7-0
Bantums play Penn at 7:00 on
Friday. Dartmouth and Vassar
at 2:00 on Saturday, and
Franklin and Marshall at 12:00
on Sunday. Dartmouth is playing good Squash beating Williams and Yale this year, and
Franklin, arid Marshall boasts
six Pakistani players, who all
rank internationally. Captain
Tosh Belsinger '97 added," The
kind of fans that showed up on
Wednesday for Yale really
helped us out a lot, and we need
that kind of support this weekend, especially with F&M."

Muse's Back And
So Is Ice Hockey Optimistic For Future
BY LINDSAY COTTER

Sports Writer

1

X,

The men's ice hockey team
had a short ten-day winter
break before returning to Hartford on January 1st to start practicing again. The coaching staff,
consisting of. head coach, John
Dunham, and assistant coaches
Paul Davidson and Mike
Mahoney, was originally concerned that the team would not
have enough practices before
their first game on January 4th.
However, they were pleasantly
surprised as Coach Mahoney
asserted that the break was "the
best thing for this team so far."
The Bantams, who had been
struggling before break, reevaluated, their goals and came
back to Trinity recharged.
Since the break the Bantams have played in six games
winning half of them which
-improves their overall record to
5-8. The team participated in
the Elmira Star-Gazette Invita*
tional on January 4th and 5th.
The Bantams defeated Findlay
6-4 and than lost to Elmira 5-6.
Craig Muse led the offense by
scoring two goals in each of the
games and goaltender Jef f Blair

'97 had 36 saves in the Findlay
game and 48 saves against
Elmira.
In NESCAC action, the Bantams defeated Williams in overtime 2-1. Scott Rickard "96
scored both goals for the Bantams, who were anchored by
Jeff Blair's 32 saves. In other
NESCAC news, Trinity lost to
Hamilton 4-5 on January 10.
This past weekend, Muse
scored- two goals to lead the
Bantams over A.I.C. 5-2. Again
Blair thwarted the opponents
opposition, stopping 32 shots.
Trinity also lost to the University of Connecticut 3-4.
Coach Mahoney praised the
defensive play of Blair and the
potent offensive talent of Muse.
For the season Blair has maintained a 91% save percentage
and has made scoring a difficult
feat. Mahoney cited the seniors,
tri-captains Muse and Neil
Yonker and Brady Jensen for
great leadership on a very
young team, which consists of
11 freshman. Particularly, he
stated that Craig Muse has
emerged in the second half of
the season after returning from
see HOCKEY on page 21

BY LIZ ALEXANDER
• • Sports Writer •

The Trinity women's
• squashteam is having a very
busy 1997 so far with winter
training on campus and at
neighboring Connecticut
squash clubs right after New
' Year's, plus four league'
matches this past week. Over
break they also enjoyed an
• Alumni day where they
' played .against past Trinity
squash stars as to sharpen
their games for .upcoming
matches,' Their post vacation
. record-now stands at 3-1,
which brings their season
. record to 6-1 They stillhave
: many Ivy League schools to
. play, but the team has gotten
off to a great start with wins
over ConnecticufCqllege,
Colby, ' Bates, . Tufts, :
Middlebury, and Bowdin,
• with'their only loss coming
: from an. exciting match .
' against Yale which debuted
. -newcomer Gail Davie '00.
The raqstexcitlng story of
. this team is their new teammate, Gail .Davie from":
'. Cheshire, England; She has

.been placed on the top of the
ladder and has shown impressive play since she arrived on
campus after the New Year. It
•has been a challenge for her adjusting to the new culture, surroundings, and her teammates,
but her open and friendly per' sonalky has helped Tier find her
.niche on the team.'"When I first
•arrived/the campus was pretty
empty, except for the sports
- team members that were here,
but now I am really getting the
. feel of what Trinity is like.",
Stated Davie; Coach Bartlett,
•now in her 13th Year as head
coach', is extremely pleased
with the' way things are going,
"We have so much depth on our
• team this season even .though
our roster is full of young players. In even in our matches with
top schools, like Yale, the high
ladder players might struggle
some but no one right now can
match out talent down low."
• Theoth'ernewadditiontothe
women's squash team has been
assistant coach Akx Tilney. He'
•has been a great help to Coach.
Bardett and the players by giving tips,' keeping tabs on the
'scores, and running drills. He,
comes to Trinity from Yale
where he was an undergraduate

year he plans to return to Yale
to finish his degree.
This past weekend the team
traveled up to Williamstown,
MA to attend the Williams
Invitational, a squash event
which allows upper New England schools to compete
against Connecticut and Massachusetts colleges and universities. At the Invitational
Trinity took on Middlebury.
and Bowdin. They beat both
teams in a clean sweep, 9-0
and 9-0. The regular line-up
took the courts for both
matches here except for the
absence of Captain # 2 Katie
Reit'enheiser '97 who cheered
on her teammates vs.
Middlebury as to challenge
the team a bit more by moving each player up a position.
Davie played in both matches
so that-she could get an even
better feel for Division I col. kge squash, since, these were
only her 2nd and 3rd matches
of her career,
Last Thursday Trinity traveled to Medford, MA to play
Tufts. Placing 22nd in the
• Howie Cup last season, Tufts
see SQUASH on page 22

